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The Correlation between the Colonial Northern Zapotec  
and Gregorian Calendars

INTRODUCTION

This paper provides evidence for the correlation between dates in the Gregorian 
calendar and dates in the Zapotec calendar, as it was in the northern Sierra of 
Oaxaca near the end of the seventeenth century.1 It concerns specifically the 
correlation of two calendrical cycles that are not only found in the Zapotec 
calendar system but that are widely distributed in Mesoamerica: the 260-day 
ritual calendar and the 365-day calendar (the VAGUE YEAR).

Based on the data provided by Córdova (1578a: 204–212), the sixteenth-
century Zapotec ritual calendar can be seen as a permutation of two inde-
pendent cycles, each of which advances once a day: a thirteen-day cycle (the 
TRECENA, referred to by Córdova as the cocii ), whose successive days are 
named by successive numerals from 1 to 13; and a twenty-day cycle (the VEIN-
TENA), whose successive days are named by a fixed sequence of roots, mostly of 
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words that are drawn from ordinary vocabulary for a variety of plants, animals, 
and forces of nature. The names of days in the colonial Zapotec veintena are 
given in Table 1.1. Córdova displays a complete 260-day cycle of the calendar, 
broken up into numbered trecenas; this organization in trecenas is attested 
in a number of screenfold documents, and is ethnographically attested—for 
example, in (K’ichee’ Mayan) Chichicastenango (Bunzel 1952: 283).

In these respects, the Zapotec ritual calendar was similar to others 
throughout Mesoamerica. But the data provided by Córdova show that in 
the sixteenth century it also differed from those documented in other parts of 
Mesoamerica, in at least three ways.

TABLE 1.1. Colonial Zapotec day names, mostly as extracted by Kaufman (2000a) from Córdova 
(1578a), and from calendars reported by Alcina Franch (1993) for the Villa Alta and Choapan regions 
of Northern Zapotec. Capital E transcribes a letter that appears sometimes as e  and sometimes as 
I ; EE is for ee  varying with ii . The symbol =  joins the compounded units within a compound 

word. Meanings are due to Kaufman, informed by Urcid (1992, 2001). Kaufman’s reconstructed mean-
ings are sometimes used in this paper to label veintena positions. Our only departure from Kaufman’s 
results is in treating spelling variations of ‘Wind’ and ‘Reed’ as reflecting a shift of underlying e and 
E to a after augments ending in -l(aa) rather than a variant =laa. These names do not occur with the 
classifiers that appear with some of these roots in their ordinary meanings, for example, *kwe+ in 
proto-Zapotec *kwe+ tzina ‘deer.’

   Colonial   Original meaning  
  Córdova, Arte Northern Zapotec Meaning in colonial Zapotec in Mesoamerica generally

  1 =chiilla =chila cayman cayman  
  2 =ii =ee wind wind  
  3 =EEla =Ela night night  
  4 =Echi =Echi big lizard lizard [esp. iguana]  
  5 =zii =çee ?? snake  
  6 =laana =lana smelling like fish, meat death  
  7 =china =tzina deer deer [not brocket]  
  8 =laba =laba ?? rabbit [not hare]  
  9 =niça =niza water water  
 10 =tella =tela ~ =dela knot dog [maybe coyote]  
 11 =loo =lao monkey monkey [esp. howler]  
 12 =piia =biaa soaproot tooth or twist  
 13 =ii =ee reed reed  
 14 =Eche =Etzi jaguar jaguar  
 15 =nnaa =ina corn eagle  
 16 =loo =lao crow sun or buzzard  
 17 =xoo =xoo earthquake earthquake  
 18 =opa =opa root of ‘cold’ and ‘dew’ flint  
 19 =aappe =Epag ?? storm  
 20 =lao =lao face macaw  
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(1) The numerals of the trecena, which are fully spelled out, follow rather 
than precede the day names. This was first pointed out by Whittaker 
(1983: 127), who noted the agreement between this word order and 
that in most Zapotec hieroglyphic inscriptions.

(2) Each day name recorded by Córdova is preceded by one of eleven 
orthographically distinguishable words, often referred to in current 
literature as “prefixes” or “numerical prefixes”: see Table 1.2. In order 
to avoid overinterpreting their grammatical and semantic function, 
these words can be referred to as AUGMENTS (this terminology was 
suggested to us by Terrence Kaufman). It cannot be definitively deter-
mined whether these augments are separate words that combine with 
the day name to form a compound; however, because the day names 
never appear without them, and they never appear without the day 
names, Kaufman provisionally treats them as prepounds (preposed 
compounding elements). That the augment attaches to a root rather 
than to a classifier + root (e.g., to something like =e:7 rather than some-
thing like p+e:7 ‘wind’) presumably reflects the close syntactic relation 
of augment and day name.

The augments correspond to the numeral coefficients that follow 
the day names and are generally predictable from them, according to 
the analyses of Seler (1904) and subsequent investigators:2 for any coef-
ficient, from 1 to 13, the same augment is normally used—that is, they 
are taken to repeat in a thirteen-day cycle. However, the augments are 
not known to be numerals in any form of Zapotec, nor in fact in any 
other Mesoamerican language. Whittaker (1983) recognized the vari-
able presence of the syllable la at the end of most augments; Kaufman 
treats this la as a suffix. Kaufman recognized systematic variation in the 
forms of the augments depending on whether the following day name 
began with a vowel, with l, or with a consonant other than l. Although 
the augments corresponding to most coefficients are distinguish-
able from one another, there are fewer than thirteen orthographically 
distinguishable forms. Whittaker recognizes just nine forms, treating 
augments corresponding to 2, 5, and 9 as equivalent to one another 
and augments for 8 and 11 as equivalent. We adopt Kaufman’s (2000a) 
analysis of Córdova, with eleven forms; he distinguishes the augment 
corresponding to 5, which does not take -la before the day name lana , 
from that corresponding to 2 and 9, which often shows -la or -lo; and he 
distinguishes that for 8 from that for 11, based on their prevocalic forms 
(nel= versus l=).

(3) The colonial Zapotec 260-day count had four major subdivisions of 65 
days each, called cocijo  (pZap3 *ko+ se7yu ‘thunder, lightning’, also 
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TABLE 1.2. Colonial Zapotec day name augments. C labels forms extracted by Kaufman (2000a) from 
Córdova (1578a). N labels forms extracted by Justeson from Alcina Franch (1993) and from Oudijk’s 
transcriptions of the calendars (Oudijk 2005), analyzed following Kaufman’s treatment; rare forms 
(some, possibly, errors in the manuscripts) are in square brackets. The symbol 0 indicates that the day 
name appears without an orthographically recoverable augment. Forms with yo= and yo-lo= may 
have originated in a reduction of beyo=la from three to two syllables; if so, it was extended to the most 
similar forms, for which Córdova has be-la= or bel= , and sporadically elsewhere. Córdova’s presenta-
tion contains a number of discrepancies that are probably errors; but several cases of kka-la= corre-
sponding to 8 and 11, and of kwa-la= corresponding to 9, may be alternatives to (ne-)l= and be-la= .

  Basic  Corresponding  Before other   
  phonemic shape trecena numerals Before l consonant Before vowel 

 C gyag= ~ gyaj= 1 gyaC= gya= gyag=  
     gyaj= gyaj= gyaj=  
 N yag=  yag= ~ yagy yag= yagy=  
      [~ yag=] 

 C be-la= 2 be-la= be= be-l=  
 N yeo-lo=  y(e)o(-lo)= y(e)o(-lo)= y(e)o-l=

 C be-la= 9 be-la= be= be-l=  
 N yo-lo=  yo(-lo)= yo(-lo)= yo-l=

 C beo-la= 3 beo-la= beo= beo-l=  
 N yeo-lo=  y(e)o= y(e)o(-lo)= y(e)ol=  
    [~ ka=] [~ kka-la=] 

 C bel= 5 be= be= bel=  
 N yo-lo=  yo= yo(-lo)= yol=

 C kka-la= 4 kka-la= kka= kka-l=  
 N (k)ka-la=  (k)ka(-la)= [(k)ka-]la= ((k)ka-)l=  
    [~ yo=] [~ yo=] 

 C kwa-la= 6 kwa-la= kwa= kwa-l=  
 N kwa-la=  kwa(-la)= kwa= kwa-l=

 C billa= 7, 10 billa= bil(la)= bill=  
 N bila=  bi(la)= bila= ~ bela= bil=

 C nel= 8 ne= ne= nel=  
 N 0-la=  0= 0= ~ 0-la= 0-l=  
    [~ (y)a= ~ na=] [~ ya= ~na=] 

 C 0-l= 11 ne= ne= 0-l=  
 N 0-l=  na= ~ ya= ~ 0= 0-la= 0-l=  
    [~ yo=] [~ a= ~ yo=] [~ yo-l=]

 C bino= 12 bino= ~ bina= bino= bin=  
 N bene=  bene= bene= ben= ~ bin= 

 C beze= 13 beze= beze= bez=  
 N yeze=  yeze= yeze= yiz=
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meaning “Dios de las lluuias” according to Córdova [1578b: 141r]; also 
referred to by Córdova as pitao  ‘god’). Each was composed of five 
trecenas, numbered first through fifth (Córdova 1578a: 202, 203–204). 
The 65-day unit is referred to in the remainder of this chapter as the 
COCIYO. There are parallels to this quadripartite subdivision in pre-
Conquest codices from several Mesoamerican culture areas (Urcid 2001: 
90); Michel Oudijk (personal communication to Thomas Smith-Stark, 
2005) points out in this connection the appearance of the storm god 
with each of the four quarters of the 260-day ritual calendar on page 
27 of the Borgia Codex (Anders, Jansen, and García 1993: 167–174). 
Only in the Zapotec system, as far as we know, are these subdivisions 
enumerated or recognized terminologically.

Córdova provides no data on the 365-day calendar. In Mesoamerica gener-
ally, the 365-day year is composed of eighteen months of twenty days each, 
followed by a group of five days that ends the year. We refer to these days as the 
NAMELESS DAYS—notwithstanding the fact they have names in some traditions—
following the most widely shared expression designating them. Caso (1928, 
1947) showed that this calendar is attested in the hieroglyphic inscriptions of 
Monte Alban, in the year-bearer system. In Mesoamerica generally, the year was 
named for the day of the ritual calendar on which a cardinal day of the vague 
year fell: in some areas it fell on the first day, and in others it fell on the 360th 
day. In several Mesoamerican languages, this day is referred to by an expression 
that means something like “the ruler of the year”; Mesoamericanists refer to it 
using a Mayan version of this expression, the YEAR BEARER. Many Zapotec hiero-
glyphic inscriptions, including most on non-portable objects, record the names 
of the years during which the events that they relate took place. Especially 
during the Late Preclassic period, a day in the vague year was referred to by 
specifying both the date on which it fell in the ritual calendar and the name 
of the year within which it occurred (always in association with the day in the 
lunation [Justeson and Kaufman 1996–2000]); in the Classic period, day names 
within the year are rarely, if ever, specified. In colonial Zapotec documents 
known to us, day names and year names are rarely found together.

The same cardinal position in the year is reached every 365 days, and the 
same position in the ritual calendar is reached every 260 days. The least common 
multiple of these intervals—when the same ritual calendar date appears in the 
cardinal position in the year, and thus names the year—amounts to 52  365 (= 
73  260 = 18,980) days. As a result, there are just 52 distinct named years; the 
52-year period is referred to by Mesoamericanists as the CALENDAR ROUND. This 
period is discussed in more detail on p. 35 following.
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No evidence of the Zapotec ritual calendar other than Córdova’s 1578 
description survives from the sixteenth century. However, documents dating 
from the end of the seventeenth century show that local Zapotec COLANÍs 
(ritual calendar specialists)4 had continued to maintain the formal constructs of 
the Zapotec 260-day calendar, and to use it for divination, for propitiation, and 
to give calendrical names to newborns.

After Córdova, the earliest evidence for the transcription of this calendar 
comes from the activities of Diego Luis, a former town official for the town-
ship of San Miguel Sola and an influential colaní who was investigated by parish 
priest Gonzalo de Balsalobre for divination, propitiation, and possession and 
distribution of clandestine ritual texts in 1635 and 1654 (Berlin-Neubart 1988; 
Tavárez 1999). According to trial records, Diego Luis stated that the 260-day 
count that he had transcribed into small booklets had a quadripartite division, 
and that it was divided into thirteen veintenas, each of which was ruled by one 
of thirteen deities (AGN Inquisición 437-I no. 3). In accordance with common 
idolatry extirpation procedures, these transcriptions of the ritual calendar were 
burned by Balsalobre.5

Nevertheless, there exists an extraordinarily rich collection of colonial tran-
scriptions of the 260-day calendar from Zapotec towns in Villa Alta, an alcaldía 
mayor located to the northeast of Oaxaca City. Between September 1704 and 
January 1705, the elected authorities of at least 105 Zapotec, Chinantec, and 
Mixe communities from Villa Alta and Nexapa registered communal confes-
sions about their local ritual observances before a representative of Oaxaca 
bishop Friar Ángel Maldonado in exchange for a blanket immunity (amnistía 
general) from idolatry proceedings (Miller 1991, 1998). Many of these officials 
also surrendered booklets (cuadernos) containing alphabetic texts in various 
forms of colonial Northern Zapotec, some of them several. All told, 103 sepa-
rately bound booklets were turned in. Contained within 99 of them, among 
other writings, were 103 full or partial copies of the 260-day Zapotec ritual 
calendar. The remaining four booklets were transcriptions of four separate song 
cycles of ritual songs that were performed to the beat of a wooden cylindrical 
drum, the nicachi ; two of them celebrate local accounts of cosmological and 
mythohistorical foundational events, and the remaining two were devoted to 
Christian entities (Tavárez 2006).

These texts were spared from the flames owing to a conflict between the 
bishop and the Dominicans of Oaxaca regarding the creation of new curates, 
which led Maldonado to submit a dossier to the Council of the Indies containing 
the collective confessions and the booklets. Eventually, these documents were 
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incorporated into the holdings of the Archive of the Indies in Seville as legajo 
(bundle) 882 from the Audencia of Mexico (AGI México 882).6

Most of these Northern Zapotec calendars contain a complete list of the 
260 day names, in order, always starting with 1 Cayman (spelled yagchila 1 , 
or the like). The spellings of the day names vary, but they can be orthographi-
cally equated with those given by Córdova; see Table 1.1. As in Córdova’s 
presentation, most days in the sequence of 260 are explicitly grouped into 
trecenas; in Booklet 91, as in Córdova, they are explicitly numbered from 1 to 
20 (only 5 is missing). In some manuscripts, the 65-day cociyos appear; they are 
introduced with a label like cozio , gocio , gociio , or other orthographic 
variants corresponding to Córdova’s cocijo  for the quarters of the ritual 
calendar. The day names are almost always spelled with their augments; see 
Table 1.2. Most of the augments are essentially the same as in Córdova, but 
the forms corresponding to beyo-la=, be-la, and bel= are all replaced by yo-lo= 
(beyo-la often by yeo-lo), leaving just nine distinct augments. In general, these 
calendars agree with Córdova in placing the numerals of the trecena (always 
written with Spanish numeral signs) after the day names. Many calendars also 
contain auguries for each day, as stated by Córdova; these auguries recur at 
predictable intervals.7

The geographic origins of these 103 booklets span the province of Villa 
Alta. Their sources include all three major Zapotec sociopolitical groups in 
the region: Cajonos in the southwest, Nexitzo in the northwest, and Bijanos in 
the north and northeast. These divisions also correlate with three of the main 
linguistic subgroups of the Northern Zapotec branch of the Zapotec language 
group, and features diagnostic of these linguistic divisions are found in the 
booklets.

Nonetheless, the local provenance of each calendar, or the colaní who alleg-
edly had it in his possession, is rarely made explicit. Alcina Franch (1966, 1993) 
proposes a place of origin for each published calendar based on the post-1960s 
order of binding of the collective confessions and calendars of legajo 882; but 
linguistic criteria and annotations found in the calendars strongly suggest that 
the place of origin cannot be systematically assigned by binding order alone. 
Even though it may be possible to propose a local origin for various calendars 
based on the information and document description detailed in the 1704–1705 
collective confessions, for most these proposals are not secure since the confes-
sions do not systematically mention calendar page length and other relevant 
details. Since these booklets have not yet been the focus of a systematic dialect 
and paleographic analysis, no specific source is attributed in this paper to the 
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documents discussed herein, with the exception of Booklets 81 and 94 (see 
pp. 42 and 55 following). Sometimes, however, Tavárez assigns a plausible 
regional source for the documents based on an isogloss that is systematically 
represented in hundreds of colonial Northern Zapotec documents. Zapotec 
speakers from Bijanos and Nexitzo towns use tz  in spelling certain lexical 
items like titza  (‘word’) and tzela  (a coordinating conjunction), but Cajonos 
Zapotec speakers render these words with ch  as in ticha  and chela . This 
diagnostic feature reflects a retention of proto-Zapotecan8 *tz (both single and 
geminate) in Bijanos and Nexitzo Zapotec and a shift of *tz to ch in Cajonos 
Zapotec, according to Kaufman (1994–2004 and personal communication, 
2005). These three forms of colonial Northern Zapotec are also distinguished 
by other phonological, morphological, and syntactic characteristics, which 
however have not been the subject of systematic investigation.

Alcina Franch (1966, 1993) produced a scholarly analysis of these docu-
ments, and published and discussed twenty-two of them, along with a facsimile 
of one full calendar (Booklet 85). Alcina Franch’s publications summarized the 
ritual practices described in the collective confessions, proposed a generally 
accurate list of the augments and of the twenty underlying day name forms in 
these calendars, and provided a broader scholarly audience with access to these 
important texts. The correlation was worked out initially from data relevant 
to the correlation problem that were recognizable from Alcina Franch’s (1993) 
presentation. Because Alcina Franch and his collaborators did not have exten-
sive practice in transcribing or interpreting colonial Zapotec texts and had little 
knowledge of any Zapotec language, some of their transcription choices are 
inaccurate or incomplete. As a result, the primary textual data for this paper are 
direct transcriptions by Tavárez from a microfilmed reproduction of the corpus. 
Michel Oudijk has generously shared with us and many other researchers his 
“quick and dirty” transcriptions of the whole of AGI México 882 (Oudijk 2005). 
Several additional statements relevant to the correlation can be recognized in 
Oudijk’s data, which we present in Tavárez’s transcription.

Several of the manuscripts mention one or more dates in the Gregorian 
calendar. Booklet 85 (pp. 25–38 following) aligns selected dates in the 365-day 
Zapotec year with their position in a Spanish calendar and mentions the year 
1696 at the end. Booklet 27 (pp. 38–42) aligns a portion of a Spanish calendar 
with the first cociyo of a Zapotec ritual calendar and includes four statements 
of correlation between a Gregorian date and a ritual calendar date; the Spanish 
year is not specified. Booklets 85 and 27 together suffice to work out the corre-
lation of the Gregorian calendar with the colonial Sierra Zapotec calendar. 
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Booklet 81 (pp. 42–47) has two statements of correlation between Gregorian 
dates and a ritual calendar, which are explicitly stated to be the dates of eclipses; 
these two statements are inconsistent, but the discrepancy is unambiguously 
correctable, and by itself Booklet 81 suffices to establish the correlation. 
Booklet 63 (pp. 47–55) identifies nineteen Zapotec ritual calendar dates in the 
Spanish year, in two cases with the year specified; seventeen of these dates are 
consistent with one another and are sufficient to establish the correlation, and 
the other two are correctible. The correlations established from Booklets 85 
and 27, from Booklet 81, and from Booklet 63 are described in the sections that 
follow. The results are identical.

Partial support for the same correlation comes from Booklet 94 (pp. 55–58). 
It provides two parallel statements of correlation, which however are mutually 
inconsistent; the first and more explicit statement agrees with the correlation 
established from Booklets 27, 63, 81, and 85.

Booklets 51, 62, and 88 associate dominical letters and/or Spanish day 
names with ritual calendar dates. These statements do not include enough infor-
mation about the Spanish dates to provide independent evidence concerning a 
correlation. However, using the correlation established by the other calendars, 
they yield a date or range of dates for each of these calendars.

Many of these correlational statements are recognizable in Alcina Franch’s 
transcriptions; the correlation was initially worked out from these statements, 
which are reported in the following sections. Other correlational statements 
are reported here for the first time. This paper uses all these records to estab-
lish the correlation of the colonial Northern Zapotec calendar with European 
chronology.

BOOKLET 85

Just one of the calendrical manuscripts from legajo 882—the first calendar 
bound in Booklet 85—presents detailed data on the internal structure of a 365-
day Zapotec year. This Villa Alta Zapotec calendar was published, in transcrip-
tion and facsimile, by Alcina Franch (1993), who provides a fairly thorough 
discussion of it.

A page of Booklet 85 is transcribed in Table 1.3; to this transcription we add 
a final column that gives the distance from the date with which it is associated to 
the next date in the transcription. This transcription agrees with Alcina Franch’s 
in all important details except two. First, Alcina Franch read the first date as 
25 Febrero . It actually reads 23 Febrero , as was recognized independently  
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by Smith-Stark (2002); this identification is proven by a comparison of the 
second digit with all other instances of 3  and with all instances of 5  in 
the manuscript (Figure 1.1). This result is required in any case by the occur-
rence of this date with the dominical letter e (see pp. 27–28, following). In a 
handwritten note in Justeson’s possession, which appears to date from around 
1978, Lounsbury analyzed the dominical letter data based on Alcina Franch’s 
(1966: 131) transcription. Concerning the initial date, he wrote: “The first 
day number is wrong. February 25 is not an e. February 25 to March 15 is 
18 days, whereas e to d is 20 days. Thus the day letters are correct while the 
first day-of-the-month number is wrong; it should be February 23, which IS 
an e” (unpublished handwritten note, in materials bequeathed to Justeson). 
The second difference of detail is that Alcina Franch mistakenly transcribes 
the dominical letter f as F; the importance of this error is that the distinc-
tion between capital and small letters is meaningful in some versions of the 
dominical letter system.

TABLE 1.3. The 365-day year, transcribed from a photocopy of the original; this transcription differs in 
some respects from that of Alcina Franch (1993: 389). Spaces transcribed in Zapotec forms are larger 
than spaces not transcribed; forms that could be transcribed with spaces are too huà , ti na , and 
qui cho lla .

Tablas i

 e 23 Febrero 1 toohuà +20  
 d 15 março 2 huitao +20  
 c 4 Abril 3 tzegag +20  
 b 24 Abril 4 lohuee +20  
 A 14 marioz 5 yag queo +20  
 g 3 jonio 6 gabe nà +20  
 f  23 jonio 7 gola goo +20  
 e 13 jollio 8 cheag +20  
 d 2 Agosto 9 gogaa +20  
 c 22 Agosto 10 go naa +20  
 b 11 Sentibre 11 gaha +20  
 A 1 Octobre 12 tina +20  
 g 21 Octobre 13 zaha +20  
 f  10 nobiebre 14 zahi +19  
 d 29 nobiebre 15 zohuao +20  
 c 19 Decienbre 16 yetilla +20  
 A 8 Enero 17 yecho +20  
 g 28 Enero 18 go hui +20  
 f  17 febrero 19 quicholla +6  
 e 23 febrero 20 queai nij   
   1b 1696 años

  vigillia Samathie cij làçà tohuà
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Dominical Letters

The system of dominical letters involves the use of the letter a or A for 
whatever day of the week was the first day of the year. Thus, if a year begins on 
Saturday, as it did in 1695, then a means Saturday in all of its occurrences in that 
year. Similarly, the next six letters, b through g, stand for the remaining days of 
the first week of the year; in 1695, b was Sunday, c was Monday, and so forth. 
Projecting backward from the recorded dates, it can be confirmed that January 
1 corresponded to the dominical letter A in both European years involved in 
Booklet 85.

In the standard European system of dominical letters, the letter corre-
sponding to Sunday was capitalized. This convention is the source of the term 
“dominical”: a particular letter corresponds to Sunday—to domingo, “the Lord’s 
Day.” Under this system, when two successive years, or parts of them, are tran-
scribed, as in the calendar of Booklet 85, different letters should be capitalized 
in the two years. In this calendar, however, A is always capitalized. Accordingly, 
only the correspondence to the first day of the year can be assumed to be 
encoded; the day corresponding to Sunday is not marked. In the three other 
calendars from this collection that make use of dominical letters—Booklets 
27, 51, and 88—it is again the letter A that appears capitalized, and in the case 
of Booklet 51 it can be shown that that day designated Monday; the simplified 
system was evidently in general use by the producers of these manuscripts. 
This reduced system appears in other colonial Mesoamerican calendrical texts 

Figure 1.1. The date 23 Febrero in the calendar of Booklet 85. All comparative forms for the 
numeral 3  come from the same page as the European date. There are only two examples of 5  
on this page, which are presented first; the other four instances of 5  come from the two imme-
diately following pages.
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as well. Kubler and Gibson (1951: 20) showed that the Tovar calendar used the 
capital A for Tuesday; although the year to which the calendar pertained is not 
specified, b was used for ember days, which only occur on Wednesdays.

Several other well-known Mesoamerican calendars also make use of 
capital A in their dominical letters. These include the Mayan year displayed 
in Landa’s Relación de las Cosas de Yucatán; the Book of Chilam Balam of Kaua 
(Bricker and Miram 2002); the Q’eqchi’ calendar from Lanquín (Gates 1931); 
de Gante’s (1553) Doctrina Cristiana en Le[n]gua Mexicana; the Codex Mexicanus 
(Ms. 20, Fonds Mexicain, Bibliothèque Nationale); and a Matlatzinca calendar 
(included in Ms. 381, Fonds Mexicain, Bibliothèque Nationale, a seventeenth-
century miscellany that first surfaced in Lorenzo Boturini’s collection of histor-
ical manuscripts [Caso 1945; Barlow 1951; Tavárez 1999]). Apart from Landa’s 
calendar, which is generally attributed to the year 1553, these manuscripts 
provide no evidence concerning the day of the week to which the dominical 
letters pertain, and Landa’s year 1553 began on a Sunday; so it is not known 
whether or not these documents use the reduced system.9 James Fox (personal 
communication to Justeson, 1981) has stated that the dominical letters in all of 
the Mesoamerican calendars that he has seen capitalize the dominical letter A.

Accordingly, although we have not made an exhaustive search for evidence 
on the point, it appears that the use of a capital A in the dominical letters, 
regardless of what day of the week begins the year, was the standard or at least 
predominant system used in Mesoamerica during the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries, as suggested to us independently of each other by Fox and Bricker.

Correlating the Zapotec and European Years

During a leap year, February 29 is not associated with any dominical 
letter. As a result, and because the first day of the year is always marked A, the 
dominical letter associated with a given day of the year is always the same. Table 
1.4 displays the sequence for any European year; dominical letters for dates 
appearing in Booklet 85 are highlighted; all of them agree with the dominical 
letters appearing in association with the same dates in Booklet 85.

The first year is almost surely not a leap year. On the assumption that it 
is an ordinary year, each of the first eighteen Spanish dates precede the next 
Spanish date by twenty days, except that the fourteenth span, from November 
10 to November 29, is nineteen days long. The final span, of six days, makes up 
for this puzzling shortfall, yielding a total span of 365 days from the beginning 
of one year to the beginning of the next. The effect is that each of the first four-
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TABLE 1.4. The standard dominical letter sequence in a European year. Dominical letters for European 
dates appearing in Calendar 85 appear in boxes; every one agrees with those in the source. In a leap 
year, February 29 has no assigned letter.

teen Spanish dates is that of the first day of one of the first fourteen months of 
the Zapotec year; the next five Spanish dates correspond, respectively, to the 
final days of months 14 through 18 of the Zapotec year; and the final date is the 
first day of the next Zapotec year. If instead we were to suppose that the first 
year is a leap year, the first span would be twenty-one days long. This interpre-
tation would make the first Spanish date correspond to the first day of the first 
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Zapotec month; the next thirteen dates would be for the second day of each 
successive month from the second to the fourteenth; the next five dates would 
be for the first day of months 15 to 18 and for the first of the five nameless 
days; and the last date would be the second day of the next Zapotec year. Such 
a result would be so peculiar that the first year seems almost certain to be an 
ordinary year of 365 days.

The date 1696 appears at the base of this calendar, suggesting that the 
Zapotec year with which it is associated included part of the year 1696. If the 
Spanish year during which the Zapotec year begins was not a leap year, 1696 
must have been the Spanish year in which that Zapotec year ended; in fact, 
the date 1696 occurs at the end of the calendar, not at its beginning. Evidently, 
then, the first day of the Zapotec year fell on February 23, Gregorian, in both 
1695 and 1696.10

If February 23 fell on the first day of the year, then the first fourteen dates 
all correspond to the first day of their respective Zapotec months in the year 
1695. Starting on November 29, the recorded dates move to the last day of the 
month: the first and last days of the fourteenth Zapotec month are recorded, 
followed by the last day of the fifteenth through the eighteenth Zapotec 
months. No day is recorded among the five that end the Zapotec year; after 
the last day of the eighteenth month, the next date to be recorded is the first 
day of the next Zapotec year. The peculiarities begin with November 29. It 
is difficult to entertain a hypothesis that a computing error is involved; even 
if the colaní were not fully conversant with the Spanish calendar, the change 
from November 10 to November 29 seems pretty obviously to be a shift of 19 
rather than 20 days.

Two observations provide a plausible explanation for this apparent shift. 
The first fourteen Gregorian dates are those of the first day of the first four-
teen Zapotec months during a Zapotec year that began on February 23, 1695. 
The next five Gregorian dates are those of the first day in each of the last five 
Zapotec months in the next Zapotec year, which began on February 23, 1696 
(the final date recorded in the manuscript). These observations suggest that the 
Spanish dates might have been assigned to Zapotec months by drawing their 
Gregorian starting dates from two successive Zapotec years.

Such a process would have begun with a Zapotec colaní writing down the 
months of a Zapotec year, one that began in 1695; alongside the first day of 
each Zapotec month he placed the dominical letter and date in the Spanish 
calendar. This process continued until the return of the year-bearer day, on 
the first day of the fourteenth month (the return of the year bearer had a 
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special ritual significance in some Mesoamerican traditions; see Lincoln 1942). 
At this point, the Spanish annotations ceased. The next Zapotec year then 
began, again on February 23. The colaní, or perhaps another who inherited 
his materials, completed the annotation of the full Zapotec year with Spanish 
dates corresponding to the first day of each of the remaining months. Because 
1696 was a leap year and the fifteenth Zapotec month was late in the year, the 
Spanish dates of the beginnings of each Zapotec month were one day earlier 
than during the previous Zapotec year.

There is other evidence that some Zapotec calendar notebooks had this sort 
of annotation history. There is independent evidence that some data from the 
Zapotec year of 1696–1697 was used in this table, since the manuscript appears 
to give February 23 as the first day of the two successive Zapotec years at issue. 
There is also detailed evidence from Booklet 62 that Spanish calendrical anno-
tations (days of the week) were systematically added to a Zapotec calendar 
during three successive passes through the ritual calendar, and evidence from 
Booklet 63 for the sporadic addition of several Spanish calendrical annotations 
from 1691 to 1695.

The use of this kind of alignment of parts of two successive Zapotec years 
with Spanish dates entails either that it was not understood that this practice 
might introduce a discrepancy, or that the discrepancy was not a cause for 
concern. There is evidence for this sort of disconnect in Diego de Landa’s repre-
sentation of the Yucatec 365-day year. In Landa’s manuscript (cf. Landa 1959), 
the Yucatec year is laid out from January 1 to December 31. The beginning 
of each Yucatec month has the month name recorded, along with a glyphic 
spelling for the month’s name. Then there is a list of the days of the ritual 
calendar that occur in that month, in sequence, along with their numerical 
coefficients and dominical letters. The Yucatec calendar starts on January 1 
with 12 Reed (Yucatec b’e7n) on the tenth day of the ninth month, Ch’en. The 
ritual calendar dates follow in sequence until they reach 7 Night on the last day 
of the last month. Then no ritual calendar dates are provided for five days (the 
“nameless days”), although the dominical letters are given, taking us through 
12 Rabbit. The next day is the first day of the new Yucatec year, 1 Pop, but the 
day name instead of 13 Water is 12 Iguana. Then the ritual calendar dates again 
run in sequence until the equivalent of 11 Soaproot on December 31.

Since 12 Reed ( January 1) is the day after 11 Soaproot (December 31), 
Landa’s calendar must have been taken from a record of the days starting with 
the first day of the Yucatec new year on July 16 (12 Iguana), passing through 
December 31 (11 Soaproot) and then January 1 (12 Reed), through the last day 
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of the Yucatec year on July 15 (12 Rabbit) of the following Spanish year. The 
section from July 16 to December 31 was transposed with that from January 1 
through July 15 to get his Mayan year.

On the surface, the Zapotec words that are aligned with European dates in 
Table 1.2 appear to be names of or references to the twenty-day months of the 
colonial Zapotec calendar, as Alcina Franch (1993: 185) assumed and as most 
subsequent commentators have accepted. There are two potential problems 
with this identification. First, if our hypothesis that the Gregorian dates in this 
table come from two different Zapotec years is not correct, two different forms 
are given for the name of the fourteenth Zapotec month. It might be considered 
that, as in ancient Lowland Mayan usage, the day on which a month had ended 
(elapsed time) is also the day on which the next month begins (elapsing time). 
Second, the date February 23, 1696, should be the first day of the first month of 
the new year, with toohuà  expected as the name of the first month, but this 
does not appear; rather, the date occurs with the Zapotec phrase queia nij .

Nonetheless, there is substantial evidence in favor of treating the Zapotec 
words in this list as names of months.11

(1) For the most part, they occur at intervals of twenty days, beginning 
with what is presumed to be the first day of the year. The only seeming 
exception, before the five days ending the year, is an interval of nineteen 
days between the fourteenth and fifteenth dates, and this discrepancy is 
illusory if we are correct in proposing that the dates for the alignment 
come from two successive Zapotec years.

(2) The sentence at the bottom of the page of month dates states that 
vigillia Samathie cij làçà tohuà , which may be glossed as ‘the vigil of 

the feast of Saint Matthias [is] during/at the beginning of tohuà’: vigillia 
Samathie is Latin for ‘the vigil of the feast of Saint Matthias’;12 the rest of 
the passage is in Zapotec, for which see Note 24. Until 1971, the feast of 
St. Matthias fell on February 24 in normal years, and on February 25 in 
leap years. The vigil of a saint’s feast took place the night before, which 
would have been the evening of February 23 in 1695. toohuà  is listed 
alongside February 23 (of 1695), which corresponds to the first day of 
the first Zapotec month in the 365-day count.

Several of the Villa Alta collective confessions collected in 1704 
assert that various local colanís had identified the feast of St. Matthias 
as one of the main occasions when collective ceremonies should be 
carried out. The admonition to perform collective ceremonies on St. 
Matthias’s day was reported by town officials from Juquila (AGI México 
882: 1144r), Xogochi (ibid.: 1456r), Xozaa (ibid.: 1512v), and San Pedro 
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Yagneri (ibid.: 1542r). Although none of these ceremonies is described 
in detail, none of these four communities had St. Matthias as their 
patron saint. It therefore appears that colanís employed this holiday as 
an expedient Christian correlation for observing the beginning of the 
Zapotec year, which began on the feast of St. Matthias from 1689 to 
1692, and on the vigil of that feast from 1693 to 1696. Further evidence 
of such a practice with respect to saints’ days is provided by Tavárez and 
Justeson (n.d.).

(3) We suspect that the word toohuà , which marks the beginning of this 
365-day year, represents the word ‘mouth’ (pZap *tyo7wa). The ortho-
graphically equivalent word tòhua  ~ tòua  ~ tòa  ‘mouth’ was used 
in colonial Valley Zapotec to refer to the beginning of anything and to 
the entrance to or front of some things, according to Córdova (1578b: 
29v, 56v, 64v, 67v, 113v, 115v, 174v, 175r, 196v, 248v, 327v, 327v–328r). 
This interpretation seems consistent with its use to mark the beginning 
of the Zapotec year.13

(4) Urcid (2001: 87–88) finds that the names huitao  and gohui  end in 
words for ‘great’ and ‘small’, respectively. Something of the sort is 
found in pairs of month names in other Mesoamerican calendars, such 
as the Nahua and Mixe calendars, although normally in pairs of succes-
sive months.

(5) Alongside the date on which the ninth month begins, the word gogaa  
is written. This expression recalls Córdova’s cogaa peo  “agora nueue 
meses” (‘nine months ago; nine months have passed’), where peo  
(for something like be7yo7, pZap *kw+ e7yo7) means ‘moon, month’ 
(Córdova 1578b: 14r; 1578a: 188, 190); also cogaa yza  “agora nueue 
años” where yza  (for something like yiza [pZap *yisa]) means ‘year’. 
This interpretation fits the context of gogaa  if the Zapotec forms 
make up a Zapotec month list: gogaa  can be analyzed (Kaufman, 
personal communication, 2004) as consisting of the completive aspect 
marker ko + the word ‘nine’ (pZap *kä7), literally meaning “it became 
nine.” No other word in the list, however, provides a numerical descrip-
tion of the position of the month.14

(6) One final line of evidence requires more discussion. The phrase queai 
nij  is placed alongside February 23, 1696. This date is the first day of 
the next Zapotec year, although it is treated by previous commentators 
as having been intended to correspond to the last five days of the year. 
We have no definitive interpretation for the meaning of this expres-
sion. One possibility is that it is one element of a couplet formula that 
refers to the nameless days, the verb yeni ‘to be angry’; ki-yeni ‘will be 
angry’ would be in the potential aspect. The connection to the  
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nameless days makes this interpretation appealing but queai nij  
would be an orthographically deviant way to spell the vowels of both 
the prefix and the first syllable of the verb root. A possible alternative 
analysis that is consistent with colonial Northern Zapotec orthography 
is that it spells y-a +ni ‘it will ripen’ (for the orthographic issues, see 
Tavárez and Justeson n.d.), but we know of no specific evidence relating 
this meaning to its calendrical usage.

In spite of uncertainty over the meaning of this phrase, the seven 
other calendrical contexts of this or a closely similar phrase suggest that 
it is specific either to dates near the end of major time periods or to 
short spans that constitute the ends of major time periods. Six of these 
instances are found in the 260-day calendars of four other booklets and 
are restricted to just two dates in the ritual calendar. All four book-
lets have this expression as an annotation alongside the day 7 Storm 
(perhaps to be analyzed as ki-yeni +e ‘it will become angry’ or y-a +ni 
+e ‘it ripens for it’):

Cal. day name comment
 13 bilapag quiani hehe
 34 bilapag queanihuee
 36 bilapag queanihehe
 84 bilapag queani huee

This date is the fifty-ninth of the ritual calendar. It falls seven days 
before the beginning of the second cociyo on 1 Death—that is, in the 
middle of the last trecena of the first cociyo. Two of these calendars 
have a second instance of this expression in parallel annotations along-
side the day 1 Rabbit:

Cal. day name comment
 13 yaglabaa queani yogo coççio yezaha
 36 yaglabaa queani yogo cozio

This date is the 248th of the ritual calendar; it falls thirteen days 
before the beginning of the next ritual calendar cycle, at the beginning 
of the last trecena of the ritual calendar as a whole. These parallels 
suggest that this expression refers to ending periods within major calen-
drical cycles, including the 65-day period, the 260-day period, and, in the 
case of Booklet 85, the 365-day year.

The Year Bearers

Several booklets contain a section at the beginning or end of the manu-
script that provides the names—the year bearers—of a complete cycle of the 52 
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successive Zapotec years of the calendar round (Alcina Franch 1993: 183–185). 
Full or partial lists of year bearers are found in Booklets 5–8, 17–27, 29–32, 
37–39, 41, 42, 45–49, 52, 55, 56, 58, 59, 62, 66, 71, 74–77, 82, 85, 88–92, 94, 95, 
and 97–99. The days that serve as year bearers are Wind, Deer, Soaproot, and 
Earthquake. Typically, the year bearers are listed at the end of the document, 
usually just after the 260 days of the ritual calendar. In every case, they are listed 
in the same sequence, beginning with Yagxoo —1 Earthquake.

The 52 years are subdivided structurally into four successive groups of thir-
teen years: 1 Earthquake to 13 Earthquake; 1 Wind to 13 Wind; 1 Deer to 13 
Deer; and 1 Soaproot to 13 Soaproot. This quadripartite structural division is 
reflected in two ways. (1) Usually, the 52 year bearers are listed on four separate 
pages, each with the names of thirteen successive years. (2) Often, each group 
of thirteen years is labeled as a pije  or biye  ‘calendar cycle’; in Booklet 91, 
the four thirteen-year sequences are preceded by biye 1 , biyee 2 , biyee 3 , 
and biyee 4 , indicating that each group of thirteen years constitutes one of 
four specific components of the 52-year cycle, in a fixed sequence within that 
cycle. In discussing the Zapotec thirteen-year cycle, Urcid (2001: 84) points out 
that this structural subdivision was also known among the Aztecs and that its 
status as a formal calendrical unit was terminologically recognized (referred 
to as tlalpi:lli). Colby and Colby (1981: 47) allude to such a cycle among the 
modern Ixils.

The identification of Wind, Deer, Soaproot, and Earthquake as the year 
bearers provides partial evidence for historical continuity from ancient times. 
The essentials of the hieroglyphic representation of ancient Zapotec year 
bearers was worked out by Caso (1928, 1947); Urcid (1992, 2001) definitively 
established that it was the day names Wind, Deer, Soaproot, and Earthquake 
that were represented as year bearers in hieroglyphic inscriptions, going back 
to the earliest occurrence of a year bearer on a dated Preclassic Zapotec text 
(on Monte Alban Stela 12). Later, seemingly in connection with external influ-
ence in some communities in the Valley of Oaxaca, the days House, Rabbit, 
Reed, and Flint began to be recorded as year bearers; the use of the sign for 
‘house’ shows the foreign origin of this system (see p. 67, following). The data 
from AGI México 882 show that the indigenous Zapotec tradition continued, 
at least in this respect, in some communities in northern Oaxaca.

Throughout Mesoamerica, there is reasonably close agreement with 
respect to the day of the veintena that was celebrated on any given day. Two 
systems are known. Among Nahuas in the Valley of Mexico and among Mayans 
in the highlands of Guatemala, the days of the veintena were synchronous; the 
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Mayan system continues to the present day. Thompson (1960: vi, 303–304, 310) 
eventually concluded that this same system was in use among Lowland Mayans, 
but this determination was an effort to make Lowland Mayan data conform to 
the Nahua and Guatemalan systems on the assumption of a strict synchrony 
of all Mesoamerican calendars. Others, such as Lounsbury and Schele, have 
held to Thompson’s original correlation, which put day names in the lowlands 
two days later than they fell in the highlands, in agreement with (among other 
things) Landa’s equation of 16 July (1553) with the first day of the year. The epi-
Olmec correlation, which is secured by an explicit record of the occurrence of 
a solar eclipse, is offset by eighteen days from the Nahua system and by twenty 
days from Thompson’s original Lowland Mayan correlation; given Calnek’s 
results on the Aztec calendar reform of 1507–1508 (see following), the twenty-
day offset is more likely to be correct and thus argues against synchrony. The 
Mixe calendar is in collapse, and is not a reliable source of data; its lack of 
synchrony with the Aztec and other systems led Thompson (1972) to abandon 
the hypothesis of synchrony, although he seems never to have reevaluated the 
change of calendar correlation that he based on that hypothesis.

Among the Aztecs and in the Guatemala highlands, February 23, 1695, 
fell on the seventeenth day, Earthquake; the 360th day of this Zapotec year 
would have fallen on February 17, 1696, on the day Crow. The veintena of the 
epi-Olmecs and perhaps of some Lowland Mayans fell two days earlier, which 
would yield Zapotec Corn for February 23, 1695, and Jaguar for February 
17, 1696. Because the calendars of legajo 882 give Wind, Deer, Soaproot, and 
Earthquake as the Zapotec year bearers, the only viable alternative consis-
tent with known placements of the veintena is for the colonial Zapotec year 
bearer to have fallen on the first day of the year, and specifically that the day 
Earthquake fell on February 23, 1695. Justeson and Kaufman (1996–2000) show 
that the Preclassic Zapotec year was also named for its first day.

Although there was considerable uniformity about which of the twenty 
named days fell on a given European date in the sixteenth century, there is 
less uniformity about the numerical coefficient in the trecena. A number of 
Mesoamerican traditions assigned different numbers from the trecena to the 
same day in absolute time, although the day within the veintena was always on 
or about the same day.

The most important example for now is the discrepancy between the Aztec 
ritual calendar at Tenochtitlan and that at Tlatelolco. Calnek (this volume) has 
been able to show, building on work by Caso and Kirchhoff, that Tlatelolco and 
Tenochtitlan differed in this way. He shows that, in the European years 1507–
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1508, there was a nineteen-month year in Tenochtitlan, one beginning and 
ending in the month Izcalli, and that this 19-month span is actually recorded in 
the Codex Borbonicus. As a result of this localized change, some native years 
in the area began on Izcalli, while others, like that at Tenochtitlan, ended with 
that month. Another feature of the Borbonicus record is that the sequence 
of year names was not affected. The only way that the sequence could have 
been preserved is if the name of the 380th day was the same as was expected 
for the 360th day; Calnek’s hypothesis is that the coefficients of one month 
were repeated exactly in the next at some point during that year. Maintaining 
the year name sequence intact produced a twenty-day shift backward in the 
sequence of numeral coefficients in the trecena; the same trecena date now 
fell twenty days later in Tenochtitlan than it did in Tlatelolco. The months, 
however, were synchronous in the two areas, except that the five days that end 
the year followed Izcalli in Tenochtitlan and preceded it in Tlatelolco; thus, 
there is a five-day offset during the twenty-five days that followed what was 
originally the final month of the year.

This change was not an isolated historical occurrence. Justeson and 
Kaufman (1993, 1996; see also Kaufman and Justeson 2001) have shown that 
epi-Olmec ritual calendar dates fall twenty days earlier than the corresponding 
ritual calendar dates among Lowland Mayans, with the corresponding differ-
ence that the patron of the month that ended the Mayan year is the one that 
began the epi-Olmec year. Accordingly, the relation of the Mayan system to the 
epi-Olmec parallels that of Tenochtitlan to Tlatelolco. As in these cases, the 
months were synchronous in the two systems, except that the five days ending 
the year follow the Mayan Cumku  but they precede the corresponding epi-
Olmec month. This shift could have resulted from a Lowland Mayan introduc-
tion of a nineteen-month year at some point during the Preclassic. However, 
the same difference would result if the epi-Olmecs had shortened the year by a 
month and skipped ahead twenty days in the trecena to maintain the sequence 
of year names.

However it was achieved, similar sorts of calendar change must have 
taken place repeatedly in Mesoamerica, given, for example, the large number 
of different trecena positions used by different Nahua groups in the Valley of 
Mexico. An effect of the change, the placement of the five year-ending days 
between different months, is reflected by the many differing positions of these 
days in the month sequence of different Mayan communities.

Accordingly, it cannot be assumed that the coefficient of the day Earthquake 
on February 23, 1695, was 11, as it was in the Guatemala highlands and in 
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Tlatelolco. However, data from other Villa Alta manuscripts show that the 
trecena position on that date was indeed 11.

BOOKLET 27 FROM VILLA ALTA

Booklet 27 was composed by a speaker of Nexitzo or Bijanos Zapotec. It gives 
a complete 260-day ritual calendar. The days of the first cociyo—the first five 
trecenas—are lined up with the numbered days of months in an unspecified 
European year and with the dominical letters associated with those days; the 
European data continue for four more days, until the dominical letter A is 
reached.

The day yagchila 1  (1 Cayman), which begins the ritual calendar, occurred 
on January 24, assigned the dominical letter c; with this assignment, January 1 
would have been associated with the letter A, as expected. February 28, aligned 
with bilalao 10  (10 Crow), is followed by March 1, aligned with laxoo 11   
(11 Earthquake), so the year in question was not a leap year.

Three correlation statements are provided by the names of the European 
months that began during the first cociyo. The beginning of each month name 
is specified after the line corresponding to the last day of the prior month, 
centered on a horizontal line that joins the augment–day name compound to 
the trecena numeral (see Figure 1.2). In the transcription, we treat them as 
part of the same line of text. Dominical letters are associated with each line; on 
some pages, they are at the beginning of the line; on others they immediately 
precede the numeral recording the day of the month, which ends each line.

       day of
dominical   European trecena dominical European 
 letter  day name month numeral letter month

  yologniça bebrero 9 d 1
  9 Water 1 February    

 d laxoo beo marzo 11  1
  11 Earthquake, month of March, 1   

  quiolaba abrili beo 3 g 1
  3 Rabbit, month of April, 1

These three correlation statements are mutually consistent: any one implies the 
other two. To facilitate comparison with the correlation statements in Booklet 
85, they may be summarized by the equation of yolaoo 5  (5 Monkey) with 
February 23 of this unspecified European year.

Given that February 23 fell on the Zapotec day Earthquake in 1695, the 
years in which the day Monkey fell on February 23 can be determined. When 
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365 days passed between successive occurrences of February 23, the day in the 
ritual calendar changed, but it remained in the same one of the following five 
“series”:

Series I Cayman, Death, Monkey, Crow
Series II Wind, Deer, Soaproot, Earthquake
Series III Night, Rabbit, Reed, Flint
Series IV Iguana, Water, Jaguar, Thunderstorm
Series V Snake, Knot, Corn, Face

For example, since February 23 fell on the day Earthquake in 1695, in Series 
II, it must have remained in Series II in 1696; specifically, February 23, 1696, 
must have fallen on the day Wind. When 366 days intervened between succes-
sive occurrences of February 23, the day name would pass from one series 
to the next; for example, from the day Wind, in Series II, in 1696, February 
23 would have passed to Series III (on the day Night) in 1697. Only after five 
years of 366 days had intervened would the day return to the original series. If 

Figure 1.2. Sections of the first cociyo of the calendar in Booklet 27 that show the change of 
month in the European calendar.
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the Series I day 5 Monkey that occurred on the February 23 date of Booklet 27 
was earlier than 1695, the shift to a day (Earthquake) in Series II on February 
23, 1695, requires that the number of intervening 366-day years must be one 
more than a multiple of five (i.e., there must be 1, 6, 11, 16, 21 [etc.] such 
years). If the Gregorian date of Booklet 27 was later than 1695, then the shift 
from a day in Series I on February 23, 1695, to a subsequent day in Series II on 
February 23 would have to have taken four more than a multiple of five years 
of 366 days.

The year in which this took place can be narrowed down by considering 
other evidence for the date of the manuscript. The whole collection of manu-
scripts had been gathered together in connection with the extirpation of idola-
trous practices by January 1705 (and a note in the margin if Booklet 27 indi-
cates that the communal confession with which it was associated took place 
in Villa Alta on November 27, 1704), so Booklet 27 dates no later than January 
1705. Alcina Franch (1993: 25) notes that most of the booklets bearing Spanish 
dates come from the last years of the seventeenth century. The handwriting in 
this booklet is similar to that appearing in other Villa Alta documents dated 
from the early seventeenth to the early eighteenth century; given an increase 
in idolatry eradication measures in Villa Alta after 1660, which would have 
threatened the preservation of early seventeenth-century calendars, and the 
relatively good physical state of the paper when this booklet was archived, it is 
likely that Booklet 27 was composed during the second half of the seventeenth 
century. Apart from leap years, the day Monkey occurred on February 23 only 
twice between 1650 and 1705: in 1671 and in 1690. Its last prior occurrence on 
February 23 was in 1629, well outside of the paleographic limits, so 5 Monkey 
can be securely equated with February 23 of either 1671 or 1690.

One further correlation statement, not transcribed by Alcina Franch, 
occurs in this part of the manuscript (Figure 1.3): 

    day of
 dominical  trecena European
 letter day name numeral month

  naa tza tomigo 19 lao beo brero ribee gosii ?to ?hueag
  now is the day Sunday, 19 in the month of February . . .15 

 A qagchina 1 19
  1 Deer

Within the paleographic limits of the manuscript, and excluding leap years, 
February 19 fell on a Sunday in the years 1651, 1662, 1668, 1673, 1679, 1690, and 
1702. Since the manuscript’s alignment of the days of the year with the days of 
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the veintena occurred only in 1671 and 1690, the year associated with the first 
cociyo of this calendar must have been 1690.

The rationale for the Sunday, February 19, annotation is different from 
the others in this part of Booklet 27, which mark the beginnings of successive 
months in the Gregorian calendar. What the annotation addresses explicitly 
is seemingly the fact that a new trecena begins on this date (see Note 15). 
However, it has a less commonplace significance: because the distance from 
February 19, 1690, to the beginning of the year on February 23, 1695, is 5 
more than 5  365 days, 1 Deer turns out to be the first of the nameless days 
that preceded the Zapotec new year in 1690. Although the Zapotec annota-
tion does not appear to address this issue explicitly, this seems almost sure to 
be the main rationale for the annotation; the colanís’ attention to such dates 
is reflected by the reference to the first of the nameless days preceding each of 
two successive Zapotec years, 5 Earthquake and 6 Wind, in Booklet 94 (see pp. 
55–58, following).

This interval of 5 + 5  365 days leads from the first of the nameless days 
on 1 Deer in 1690 to the first day of a Zapotec year on 11 Earthquake in 1695. 
This assignment of February 23, 1695, to 11 Earthquake completes the solution 
to the correlation of the Northern Zapotec ritual calendar—assuming that the 
ritual calendar was synchronous throughout this area, or, more particularly, 
that Booklets 27 and 85 used synchronous ritual calendars.

The layout of all of these correlational statements suggests that they were 
added after the Zapotec calendrical data had been written out. The addition is 
most obvious in the last case, in which the correlational statement is split on 
either side of the augury that precedes the third trecena.

Although the annotations from the first cociyo of Booklet 27 are contin-
uous, and the dominical letters show that they pertain to a single European 

Figure 1.3. The correlation of the day 1 Deer with Sunday, February 19, in Booklet 27.
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year, the later annotations are few and disconnected. Two provide Spanish 
dates. (1) On 2 Soaproot, 106 days after the February 19 record, an annotation 
gives the date as day 20 in February. February 20, 1691, falls 260 + 106 days after 
February 19, 1690, so these records are consistent. (2) A second record provides 
independent evidence for the correlation. The comment asobcione  is associ-
ated with the day 7 Flint. According to the correlation otherwise established 
for this calendar, the day 7 Flint fell on August 14, 1689; this was the date of 
the vigil of the feast of the Asunción de la Vírgen María. (In Booklet 63 [see pp. 
47–55], other Spanish ecclesiastical feasts are shown to be given as annotations 
for the Zapotec day on which the vigil of the feast fell.)

BOOKLET 81, OF SAN JUAN MALINALTEPEC, CHOAPA

Booklet 81 was surrendered by a resident of the Bijanos town of San Juan 
Malinaltepec. The equivalence of 11 Earthquake with February 23, 1695, can 
be worked out entirely from the annotations aligned with a part of the ritual 
calendar in this booklet (AGI México 882: 1370r; our Figure 1.4). Alongside a 
sequence of six days in the Zapotec ritual calendar are comments in Zapotec 
that are accompanied by Spanish dates. Although the transcription by Alcina 
Franch (1993: 379–380) is incomplete and in some respects inaccurate, the corre-
lation can nonetheless be worked out purely on the basis of his transcription of 
the Spanish data, which Justeson in fact did in July 2000. However, the correla-
tion can be established more straightforwardly from the Zapotec glosses, using 
Tavárez’s more reliable transcription of the original document (see Table 1.5).

Our results on this manuscript are reported in detail elsewhere (Tavárez 
and Justeson n.d.). In that work, we report in some detail on the inferences 
that led to the establishment, reading, and interpretation of the correlation 
statements—originally on the basis of Alcina Franch’s transcriptions of the 
Spanish dates, and ultimately on the more accurate transcriptions presented 
here, including the interpretation of the Zapotec data.

Two types of data are provided within the space occupied by the annota-
tions on Booklet 81. The annotations occur on evenly spaced lines running 
alongside the days from 2 Jaguar (written yolatzi ) to 7 Storm (written 
bilapag ). Fit between these lines are auguries, using the same vocabulary as 

in auguries occurring earlier and later in the manuscript, but written somewhat 
smaller and at angles to fit into the space left by the annotations.

The Zapotec text of the first annotation begins directly opposite the 
Zapotec day 2 Jaguar and ends opposite 4 Crow. It reads:
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Zapotec annotation:
miercole tza  niga  bitago beoo  bisabini 
miercoles tza niga bi-t-ago beyo bi-sabi +ni
Wednesday day here CMP2a-NACT1-eat moon CMP2a-float.in.air it

Spanish annotation:
2i enero  año de 1693
21 enero año de 1693
21 January year of  1693

Wednesday. On this day, the moon got eaten [eclipsed]. It floated in the air.
January 21, year of 1693.

The verb tago  ‘to get eaten’ in the eclipse statement (pZap, pZn16 *t.aku ‘to 
get eaten’) is a non-active intransitivization of *aku ‘to eat’ (Zoogocho agw). 
Throughout Mesoamerica, an expression like “moon gets eaten” or “sun gets 
eaten” is used to refer to lunar and solar eclipses (Smith-Stark 1994); forms 
making use of descendants of pZap (and pZn) *t.aku ‘to get eaten’ are reported 
from several dialects of Zapotec, including by Córdova (1578b: 150v).

Figure 1.4. The correlation statements from Booklet 81.
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This statement is a factual report of a total eclipse of the moon that took 
place in and around Villa Alta on Wednesday, January 21, 1693; the period of 
totality lasted from about 9:10 PM to 10:45 PM.

The second annotation begins immediately after the first, directly opposite 
the Zapotec day 5 Earthquake, and ends opposite 7 Storm:

Zapotec annotation:
tza Jueve goqueaqui gobitza sanero 
tza jueves go-que-aqui gobitza sa   nero
day Thursday CMP1-NACT2-burn sun at   first

Spanish annotation:
23 agosto año de 1692

23 August year of  1692

It was on a Thursday, previously, [that] the sun burned [eclipsed].
August 23, year of 1692.

It also uses a verb relating specifically to eclipses, a metaphor that to our knowl-
edge is restricted to Zapotec. The verb goqueaqui  in this sentence spells 

TABLE 1.5. Transcription of folio 4r, Booklet #81 of AGI México 882 by David Tavárez. The transcrip-
tion differs at several points from that provided by Alcina Franch (1993: 379–380). The word quixe , 
or orthographic variants of it, mostly appears in these manuscripts at stations in a seven-day cycle, on 
the first day of the ritual calendar and at multiples of seven days thereafter. The words qui  and/or 
quixe  in the left-hand column may pertain to the page adjoining on the left.

laoyoo [5th trecena]

? Day name Trecena # 4 places Eclipse notes 7-day count

qui yag gee 1 lataxi letaba     
     miercole

 yolatzi 2 zobi =       tza niga bitago
 yolina 3 tzaba letala  beoo bisa bini

    = 2i = enero año  
     de 1693 ao   
 galalao 4 Rizobaya

quixe yoxoh 5 xi = tza Jueve quixe 
    goqueaqui

 gualopa 6  gobitza sanero

 bilapag 7 Lataxi =23= agosto
   baya = año de 1692

 laoo 8

 yochila 9 lata x zob i leta
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something like go-y-ayi—a non-active intransitivization of a verb ‘to burn’, in 
the incompletive aspect. This use of que  and qu  for y is very common in 
AGI México 882 and is due to a sound change that affected Northern Zapotec;17 
for detailed discussion, see Tavárez and Justeson (n.d.). This prefix y- derives a 
stem meaning ‘to catch fire’ from a root meaning ‘to burn’. This derived verb 
is widely attested in Zapotec:

pZap *ko-y-ä7ki7 ‘to catch fire’ Kaufman 1994–2004
Córdova coyàqui  “Encenderse algo en el fuego” Córdova 1578b: 161r
Juchitan gu-y.a7ki ‘quemarse; quemar y levantar Kaufman, Pérez, and Feke
      llamarada’       1995–2004

The uses of the Juchitan y.a7ki show it to be a non-active intransitive verb 
‘to burn’ whose subjects are things that are burning or have burned. With this 
meaning, goqueaqui gobitza  would be read literally as “the sun burned.” This 
appears to be precisely the intended interpretation for this verb; a non-active, 
intransitive verb meaning ‘to burn’ is the standard expression for the eclipsing 
of both the sun and the moon in various forms of Zapotec, including Zaniza 
(Operstein and Bakshi 1995–2003) and Zoogocho (Long and Cruz 1999: 107).

Chronologically, this report is not accurate. There are three errors:

(1) The second annotation, referring to August 1692, begins with a refer-
ence to tza Jueve  ‘the day Thursday’. August 23, 1692, was in fact a 
Friday. The phrase sa nero  ‘at first’ indicates that the eclipse of the sun 
had occurred before the previously mentioned eclipse of the moon (on 
January 21, 1693). The last time before January 21, 1693, that August 23 
fell on a Thursday was in 1691.

(2) No eclipse of any sort took place on August 23, 1692; in fact, this date 
was eleven days after new moon and three days before full moon.

(3) The interval from August 23, 1692, to January 21, 1693, is just 157 days, 
whereas the distance from 5 Earthquake to 2 Jaguar is at least 257 days.

The internodal eclipse cycle averages 173.31 days; since 3  173.31 = 519.93 
520 = 2  260 days, eclipses regularly occur on new moons (for solar eclipses) 
and full moons (for lunar eclipses) around the same part of the ritual calendar 
at intervals of about 520 days. It is therefore plausible that the second state-
ment refers to an actual solar eclipse on or near 5 Earthquake, which preceded 
an eclipse of 2 Jaguar, January 21, 1692, by a little less than a multiple of 520 
days.

This problem has a definite resolution: a total solar eclipse was visible on 
the morning of August 23, 1691, in the Villa Alta area, with the face of the sun 
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completely covered around 9:39 AM. This day was a Thursday, as the state-
ment indicates, and it occurred 517 days before January 21, 1693; 5 Earthquake 
occurs 517 days before 2 Jaguar. With a correction of 1692 to 1691 in this state-
ment, all other features of this eclipse record are therefore correct. Since solar 
eclipses are rare events, and total solar eclipses are extremely rare, there seems 
no room for doubt that the intended referent of this statement was the total 
solar eclipse of August 23, 1691. As stated, the subsequently mentioned solar 
eclipse serves as background for the following lunar eclipse. See Tavárez and 
Justeson (n.d.) for further discussion.

The most straightforward interpretation of the eclipse records of Booklet 
81 is therefore that 2 Jaguar fell on January 21, 1693, and that 5 Earthquake fell 
on August 23, 1691.18 Counting forward by 763 days from 2 Jaguar brings us to 
a day 11 Earthquake on February 23, 1695—the same correlation established 
independently from the data in Booklets 85 and 27.

Given this result, these eclipse records would also establish that the day of 
the ritual calendar did not change between about 9:30 AM and 9:30 PM; had 
they done so, the solar eclipse should have been associated with the Zapotec 
day 6 Flint. The likely times for the change are therefore midnight and sunrise; 
neither noon nor sunset is consistent with these data.

This consequence, however, is inconsistent with Córdova’s (1578a: 212) 
statement that “contauase el dia del medio dia, hasta otro medio dia”—that is, 
the day of the ritual calendar changed at noon. Such a timing for the change 
of days is otherwise unattested, to our knowledge, anywhere or at any time in 
Mesoamerica; yet Córdova’s statement is so explicit that there can be no question 
of confusion here. We raise two alternative explanations for this inconsistency.

(1) Córdova’s statement may not have been valid for the seventeenth-
century Northern Zapotec calendars under discussion here; this conclu-
sion is the more straightforward from the pattern of alignment of the 
eclipse statements of Booklet 81 with Zapotec day names.

(2) If the day changed at noon (or sunset), the intended alignment of 
the eclipse annotations with the day names must not have been as it 
appears. In this case, the morning of January 21, 1693, fell 517 days 
(Zapotec or Gregorian) after the morning of August 23, 1691, but 
another Zapotec day began between the morning and evening of 
January 21, when the lunar eclipse occurred. Counting from noon 
to noon, there would therefore be 518 rather than 517 Zapotec days 
between the solar eclipse on a January morning in 1691 and the 
following lunar eclipse on an August evening in 1693.
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This would mean that the intended association of the Zapotec 
day with the eclipse annotation is reflected in the spatial arrangement 
in only one of the two cases. Evidence discussed above shows that the 
lunar eclipse statement was written down first and that the solar eclipse 
annotation was added afterward, so the apparent alignment of  
2 Jaguar with January 21, 1693, must have been laid out as intended; the 
intended solar eclipse correlation would be with the morning of  
4 Crow rather than with 5 Earthquake. This interpretation is feasible 
in that the annotation aligned with the day 2 Jaguar occupies the entire 
space down to and including 4 Crow, so that the solar eclipse annota-
tion would have had to be placed in the remaining space, which began 
opposite 5 Earthquake.

The data from Booklets 27 and 81 therefore establish a specific correlation 
of the Northern Zapotec and Gregorian calendars in the case of afternoon and 
early evening events. Our two alternatives disagree by one day for morning 
events and cannot be clearly resolved for late evening and predawn events. 
Consequences of the two alternatives are addressed further in the discussion of 
Booklet 63 that follows.

EVIDENCE FOR THE CORRELATION  
FROM UNPUBLISHED DOCUMENTS

The discussions so far have been based almost exclusively on the twenty-two 
calendars published by Alcina Franch (1993). His transcriptions, although flawed 
in some respects, made it possible to recognize the presence of correlational data 
and to work out the correlation presented here. Useable evidence for a correla-
tion also comes from three unpublished booklets in AGI México 882.19 Most of 
the statements discussed below we originally found in transcriptions of these 
calendars that were generously provided to us by Michel Oudijk. Our analysis 
is based on Tavárez’s transcriptions from copies of the original manuscripts.

Booklet 63-2

The second calendar bound in Booklet 63, Booklet 63-2 (AGI México 882: 
1195r–1204v) has not been previously published. The main body of the calendar 
was written by a speaker of Nexitzo or Bijanos Zapotec.

This calendar proves to be remarkable for the correlation problem. Of the 
260 days of the ritual calendar, at least twenty-two are provided with a Spanish 
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equivalent of one sort or another that is clear enough for us to read: with a 
day of the week, a day in the month, a year, the feast of a saint, and some-
times a combination of two or more of these traits. Nineteen of these state-
ments provide data that are useable for establishing a correlation between the 
Zapotec and Gregorian calendars. We address these instances not in their order 
in the manuscript but in an order convenient to the exposition.

(1) A user of this calendar—in a hand that is different from that of the 
main text—wrote 1693 a[ñ]os matía  alongside the entry for the day 
10 Rabbit. The reference is to the feast of San Matías in 1693. In the 
seventeenth century, the feast of San Matías fell on February 24 (except 
in leap years, when it fell on February 25). The equation of 10 Rabbit 
with February 24, 1693, completely determines the correlation between 
the colonial Northern Zapotec ritual calendar and the Gregorian 
calendar, independent of the considerations of the earlier sections. This 
correlation is exactly equivalent to the equation of 11 Earthquake with 
February 23, 1695.

(2) Another European date, September 24, is written opposite the next 
day, 11 Water. No year notation is provided, but clearly the instance of 
September 24 that is associated with 11 Water cannot be for the day 
after February 24, 1693. This pair of annotations recalls another, the 
pair of eclipse annotations in Booklet 81: these annotations, also in 
different hands, were for 1692 and 1693; although referring to the same 
part of the ritual calendar, they were tied to nearby recurrences of those 
dates two ritual calendar cycles apart. It is therefore supportive of the 
correlation proposed here that, in the era from which these manu-
scripts come, September 24 fell on 11 Water just once, in 1691—519 
days before notation for the feast of San Matías in 1693.

(3)–(8) Six dates in the vicinity of 11 Water are readily linked to it through 
annotations that are nearby in the Gregorian calendar:

13 Snake August 31
 + 2 days  + 2 days
 2 Deer September 2
+ 12 days  + 12 days
 1 Storm September 14
+ 10 days  + 10 days
11 Water September 24
 + 2 days + 3 days
13 Monkey September 27
+ 5 days  + 5 days
5 Crow October 2
 + 32 days + 31 days
11 Rabbit November 2
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The date September 27 occurs opposite a date that itself is only 
two days after the September 24 date; the next annotation, October 2, 
is consistent with this shift, after which the last annotation reverts to 
the original alignment of Gregorian with Zapotec days. On the seeming 
one-day discrepancy here and in some other items, see the discussion at 
the end of this section. That September 27 was the intended annotation 
is suggested by its correct identification as a Thursday; however, this 
conclusion is not definitive, since the assignment of Zapotec days to the 
Spanish week is not reliable in this calendar (they are correct in items 6, 
12, and 17 and incorrect in items 13 and 16).

(9) Five days after the correlation of 1 Storm with September 14 [1691], 
the day 6 Iguana has the annotation April 11. Given the five dates just 
discussed, the day 6 Iguana would have corresponded to September 19 
in 1691, so this date, if correct, must pertain to a different year. In fact, 
under this same correlation, 6 Iguana fell on April 11 in 1695.

(10) The day 4 Soaproot has the (marked out) annotation 17 de agosto ; 
this agrees with the correlation of 6 Iguana with April 11, since  
4 Soaproot follows 6 Iguana by 138 days, and August 17 follows April 11 
by 138 days.

(11) Eleven days later, alongside the day 2 Night, is the annotation 1695 
a[ño]s lagulasion Sa[n]Juo . August 29 was the feast of the martyrdom 
of St. John the Baptist; this feast is sometimes referred to in Spanish 
almanacs as “la degollación de San Juan,” and this seems to be what 
was intended here (for further discussion, see Tavárez and Justeson 
n.d.). This annotation accords with the correlation otherwise supported 
for this booklet, which, in 1695, places 2 Night on August 28. It also 
provides independent support for the plausibility of assigning some 
dates in this calendar to 1695, and thus for the correlation inferred for 
items (9) and (10).

(12) The day 13 Face has the annotation lataniti nij miercoles bijzaa 
jueves—[torn] lao xilaa vispere S[an] P[edr]o Apostoles S[an] Pablo . 
The annotation refers to a celebration on a Wednesday and Thursday, 
on the vespers of Sts. Peter and Paul. The joint feast of these saints 
occurs on June 29. Vespers are celebrated a little before sunset of the 
afternoon before a feast, in this case on June 28. According to the corre-
lation otherwise characterizing our data, the evening of 13 Face would 
have fallen on Wednesday, June 27, 1691; so the reference to vespers 
relates to the late afternoon of Thursday, the last mentioned weekday, 
rather than to Wednesday or to both Wednesday and Thursday. Under 
either model for the timing of the change of the Zapotec day, this 
reference would make sunset on Thursday, June 28, 1691, fall on the 
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Zapotec day after 13 Face, namely 1 Cayman. The statement must be 
interpreted as referring to an observance that took place across two 
days, beginning on the last day of the ritual calendar, 13 Face, and 
ending on the first day of the next pass through the ritual calendar—a 
celebration of the change of cycle.

(13) Between the records for 6 Water and 7 Knot is the annotation 
29 nobiembre sabato sa[n] gregorio  November 29 is indeed the feast 

of San Gregorio Taumaturgo. This annotation is in a different hand 
from that of the calendar and from those of the earlier annotations. 
Given the equation of February 24, 1693, with the day 10 Rabbit in this 
calendar, and eight other equations in the same calendar that are equiv-
alent to it, the day 6 Water would fall on November 29 only in the year 
1686 (7 Knot would not fall on November 29 in any year from 1650 to 
1702). The correlation of this date with the Spanish week is off by one 
day, with November 29, 1686, falling on a Friday rather than a Saturday. 
This discrepancy raises a question: is the error simply in the assignment 
of the day of the week, or is the entire annotation mistakenly assigned 
to this position?

In addressing this question, we may also ask why the feast of San 
Gregorio would be selected for special attention in Booklet 63; unlike 
the feast of San Matías, it is not singled out for special attention in the 
testimony accompanying the calendars. The answer would appear to be 
that the date was not selected in honor of the saint. Rather, it is striking 
that on this specific date—November 29, 1686—the moon rose in 
eclipse in the Sierra Zapoteca, with 29 percent of the moon’s disk in the 
umbra; the moon was completely within the penumbra for half an hour 
and remained partially in eclipse for nearly two hours. This association 
can hardly be a coincidence. We therefore conclude that this annotation 
must indeed correctly equate 6 Water with the evening of November 
29, 1686.

(14) The annotation associated with the day 6 Rabbit (spelled Cua laba ) is 
difficult to transcribe in its entirety, since it has been crossed out and the 
available copies from the microfilm include some dark spots. The main 
part of the annotation, which appears below the day name, is prösesiö 
naa tza martes Cualaba . . .  ‘procession; now (the) day (is) Tuesday,  
6 Rabbit’. Surrounding the “item mark” that precedes the day name is a 
mar es , also seemingly marking the day as Tuesday.

Within the temporal range of the other chronological annotations 
in this calendar, 6 Rabbit fell on a Tuesday afternoon and evening only 
on January 7, 1687 (the feast of St. Julian and St. Theodore); January 1, 
1692 (the feast of St. Mary, the Mother of God); and December 25, 1696 
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(the Nativity). In principle the annotation might refer to any of these 
three dates.

The date 6 Rabbit does not seem to have an outstanding signifi-
cance within the ritual calendar, and none of these dates coincides 
with a structurally important point, such as new year, in the 365-day 
calendar. As for civil ceremonies, a procession might well have been 
held on January 1 in connection with the installation of the officers of 
the cabildo.

The most straightforward remaining possibility is that the festivi-
ties were directly associated with an ecclesiastical feast; if so, those for 
the Nativity or St. Mary are the two strongest candidates. The proces-
sion would suggest that the observances may have been tied to a feast 
with local significance. Since there is no evidence that the feast of the 
Nativity was commemorated in colonial Zapotec towns with a public 
procession, a reasonable conjecture is that the annotation refers to the 
feast of St. Mary, which fell on Tuesday, January 1, 1692. Whether the 
annotation was for a civil procession or one associated with a patron 
saint, January 1, 1692, is therefore by far the most likely alternative.

Finally, if the festival of 6 Rabbit was held in honor of St. Mary, 
there is circumstantial evidence that would associate this correlation 
statement with the Nexitzo Zapotec town of Santa María Zoogochi (or 
Xogochi, using the colonial spelling), which would probably have held 
a public festivity to commemorate its patron saint in 1692. There were 
at least three Zapotec-speaking towns whose patron saint was St. Mary 
that signed a collective confession in Villa Alta: Santa María Zoogochi 
(Nexitzo), Santa María Yahuivé (Bijanos), and Santa María Yaglina 
(Cajonos). The annotations in Calendar 63 were written by a speaker 
from either the Bijanos or Nexitzo districts, which rules out Yaglina as 
a town of origin. Whereas the Yahuivé confession does not mention 
the surrender of a calendar, Zoogochi’s confession states that “a book 
of said heathen rituals” that belonged to the local ritual specialist 
Domingo Morales was presented to the ecclesiastic judge in January 
1705, and that at least three other local specialists also possessed books 
(AGI México 882: 1456v). Therefore, if the statement discussed above 
does refer to the feast of St. Mary on January 1, 1692, then it is likely 
that it was written by Domingo Morales or one of the other specialists 
from Santa María Zoogochi.

(15) The day 3 Water is accompanied by an augury followed by the Spanish 
annotation saltacio . This annotation is a reference to la exaltación de la 
Santa Cruz, whose feast is celebrated on September 14. The day 3 Water 
fell on the vigil of that feast, September 13, in 1693.
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(16) Alongside the day 3 Cayman is the annotation pascua nabidaa  ‘feast 
of the Nativity’. Given the correlation previously established for this 
particular calendar, 3 Cayman would have fallen on December 24, 1695. 
This annotation is the one immediately before that of the first of the 
1695 dates, the equation of 6 Iguana with April 11.

In three of the remaining correlation statements, (17)–(19), the Zapotec ritual 
calendar date appears to occur one day later than is indicated by the Spanish 
date. These items recall the one-day offset in the equation of September 27 
with 13 Monkey, two days after the equation of 11 Water with September 24; 
and they raise the possibility that the annotations were meant to pertain to 
the next Zapotec day, which is demonstrably true for some of the auguries in 
other manuscripts.

(17) The most complete correlation statement in Booklet 63 apart from 
item (1) is the annotation 6 otobre 93 a[ño]s domingo  above the 
Zapotec day 1 Reed. According to the correlation supported by items 
(1)–(5) and (7)–(13), 1 Reed actually fell on October 7, 1693. The agree-
ment is too close to be a coincidence.

There is one further discrepancy that is not explained by this one-
day difference. The Spanish annotation assigns this day to a Sunday. 
However, the assigned Spanish date, October 6, 1693, fell on a Tuesday, 
and the day 1 Reed on a Wednesday. We do not know how to account 
for this discrepancy; one possibility is that the days of the week were 
(mis)calculated and projected backward. In any case, since the day of 
the week does not match the Spanish date, this discrepancy does not 
pertain to the correlation question.

The previous Zapotec day is assigned to Saturday. This assignment 
is consistent with the attribution of Sunday to 1 Reed, and no doubt 
relates to this attribution. However, no Spanish month or year position 
is given, so we are not in a position to treat this information as a useful 
correlation statement.

(18) The day 3 Monkey is accompanied by the annotation sabato 13 marzo 
169 a[ño]s  (there may be a final digit after the 9 ). According to the 
correlation, 3 Monkey fell on March 14, 1694; in that year, March 13 fell 
on a Saturday.

(19) The day 5 Reed is accompanied by the annotation andres apostolo 
latacgsii . The feast of St. Andrew the Apostle fell on November 30;  
5 Reed fell on December 1 in 1694. This annotation is for the day after  
4 Soaproot, correlated with August 17, 1695, and ten days before  
2 Night, correlated with [August 28,] 1695.
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(20) Another annotation is crossed out and is not clear in our photocopy. 
Oudijk (2005) transcribes 28 (de josi juebi)  above 1 Knot. The Zapotec 
day 1 Knot does not occur on the 28th of any European month during 
the second half of the seventeenth century. In the decade 1686 to 1695, 
which is the range of the recoverable dates of Booklet 63, 1 Knot is 
calculated to fall on a Thursday in 1686 (April 4), 1691 (March 29), and 
1696 (March 22).

We know the time of day associated with five of the correlational annotations 
in this corpus (materials in brackets are inferred, and do not appear in the 
text):
Annotation  Gregorian date Association

Booklet 81   
2 Jaguar evening Wednesday, January 21, 1693 lunar eclipse
4 Crow or 5 Earthquake morning Thursday, August 23, 1691 solar eclipse

Booklet 85   
11 Earthquake sunset [February 23, 1695] vigil of San Matías

Booklet 63   
13 Face–1 Cayman sunset Wednesday–Thursday, vespers of San Pedro 
      [June 28, 1691]     and San Pablo
6 Water evening Saturday [sic], November 29 San Gregorio [lunar eclipse]
      [1686]

All of the sunset and evening annotations agree with the correlation adduced 
above, as do the five annotations in Booklet 27, the first Zapotec new-year 
annotation in Booklet 94, and eight or nine other annotations in Booklet 63:

Booklet 63-2  
10 Rabbit [February 24], 1693 San Matías
13 Snake August 31 [1691] 
2 Deer September 2 [1691] 
1 Storm September 14 [1691] 
11 Water September 24 [1691] 
11 Rabbit November 2 [1691] 
6 Iguana April 11 [1695] 
4 Soaproot August 17 [1695] 
6 Rabbit Tuesday [January 1, 1692?] procession

Five annotations in Booklet 63 associate a Zapotec day with a date one day 
later in the Gregorian calendar than would be suggested by the above records:

13 Monkey Thursday, September 27 [1691] 
5 Crow October 2 [1691]  
3 Water [September 14, 1693] la exaltación de la santa cruz
3 Cayman [December 25, 1694] pascua navidad
2 Night [August 29, 1695] la degollación de San Juan  
      Bautista
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The September 27 and October 2 dates are just five days apart in both the ritual 
calendar and the Gregorian calendar, and are successive annotations in a closely 
packed sequence of seven that occur in the same part of the same (Zapotec and 
Gregorian) year; they cannot be considered independent events. Booklet 63 
therefore yields just four independent examples of this departure.

The three remaining annotations associate a Zapotec day with a Gregorian 
date one day earlier than usual:
1 Reed Sunday [sic], October 6, 1693 
3 Monkey Saturday, March 13, 169[4] 
5 Reed [November 30, 1694] San Andrés

The days 3 Monkey and 5 Reed are just two days apart, and the records 
pertain to the same (Zapotec and Gregorian) year; they are unlikely to be in- 
dependent of one another, so we have in effect just two distinct instances of 
this pattern.

The more numerous set of annotations with Gregorian dates a day later 
than usual would correspond to predawn or morning events if the Zapotec day 
changed at noon. This is the strongest evidence we have that the day changed 
when it did for the colanís interviewed by Córdova. If instead the Zapotec day 
changed around midnight or dawn, the three examples that are annotated with 
ecclesiastical feasts can be explained as intended references to the vespers of 
these feasts. Because such an explanation does not account for the two annota-
tions that specify the Gregorian date rather than an ecclesiastical feast, postu-
lating a change of the day at noon may be more satisfying.

This observation, however, does not settle the issue. A change at midnight 
or sunrise may allow a more straightforward interpretation of the apparent 
alignments of eclipse annotations with ritual calendar dates in Booklet 81. In 
addition, because the September 27 and October 2 dates are unlikely to be inde-
pendent examples of seemingly late Gregorian dates, there is effectively just one 
unexplained instance here. One example is not enough to refute a midnight or 
sunrise hypothesis—especially when both this and the noon hypothesis leave 
two independent instances of the opposite departure unexplained.

Finally, it would be possible to account for the three annotations with 
uncharacteristically early Gregorian dates under a hypothesis that the day 
changed late in the evening but before midnight—say, around 10:00 PM. In this 
case, these annotations could indicate late-night events, and the late Gregorian 
dates could be treated as references to vespers.

Accordingly, it does not seem possible at present to reliably resolve either 
the timing of the change of day or the reasons for the one-day differences in the 
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way Gregorian dates are assigned to Zapotec days with the evidence we have 
so far recognized in this corpus.

Booklet 94, of Yagneri, Yagavila

Two passages that equate European and Zapotec dates occur in a booklet 
identified as belonging to Juan de Santiago from the Nexitzo town of Yagneri 
(Booklet 94, according to Alcina Franch’s numeration; AGI México 882: 1526r). 
These passages constitute the entirety of the page on which they occur, which 
is displayed in Figure 1.5. The following transcription and translation provides 
a guide to our analysis, and is formatted to display in parallel the structural 
similarities of these two passages:
naha tza lones 26 tza lasa beo febrero rittola
naa tza lunes 26 tza lasa beyo febrero ri-ttola
now day Monday 26th day period20 month February HAB-be.incapacitated21

Figure 1.5. New-year statements on page 1526r of AGI México 882, Booklet 94.
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rehenii tza sabado ribee biye Yohoxo quito  Ysaa
re-yeni tza sabado ri-bee biye yo=xoo qui-to yiza
HAB-be.angry22 day Saturday HAB-seat.oneself  cycle AUG5=Quake POT-one year23

Now on the day Monday, day 26 in the period of the month February, one is incapacitated, one is angry. 
On the day Saturday the cycle 5 Earthquake seats itself; it will be one [Zapotec] year.

Nahaha tzaa biyernes lasa beo Marzio riittola
naa tza viernes lasa beyo marzo ri-ttola
now day Friday period month March HAB-be.incapacitated

reheyeni tza Miercules reesi laasa biiyee cualaa quitoo  yza
re-yeni tza miercoles ree-si lasa biye cua-l=aa qui-to yiza
HAB-be.angry day Wednesday HAB-take24 period cycle AUG6=Wind POT-one year

Now on the day Friday in the period of the month March, one is incapacitated, one is angry. On the day 
Wednesday, the period of the cycle 6 Wind takes its period [begins]; it will be one [Zapotec] year.

The equation of February 26 with a Monday in association with a specific Zapotec 
year raises the possibility of testing the colonial Zapotec calendar correlation.

In each passage, two days are mentioned in association with the name of 
the European weekday on which they occur; in each case, the first of the two 
days is associated with the name of the European month in which it occurs. 
In each passage, a second European weekday is associated with the name of a 
Zapotec day—in each case, consistent with the name of a Zapotec year. This 
Zapotec date in each case is followed by an annotation ‘it will be a year’, indi-
cating that the reference is to the span of the coming year. The first passage 
makes it clear that the Zapotec day is indeed a year bearer, and the begin-
ning of the new year: it states that on a Saturday the year yo=xoo ‘seats itself ’. 
This seating metaphor for the beginning of a year is well known from Lowland 
Mayan sources. From the confessions of legajo 882, we know that the colanís 
performed special ritual observances in association with the beginning of the 
Zapotec year.

The Zapotec year yo=xoo that is mentioned in the first passage is 
Earthquake; with the augment Yoho , its trecena coefficient must be 2, 3, 5, 
or 9. The second passage gives the year unambiguously as 6 Wind, the year 
immediately after 5 Earthquake. This suggests that these passages concern two 
successive 365-day years, 5 Earthquake and 6 Wind—the fifth and sixth years of 
the calendar round.

According to the correlation proposed here, there was only one year 5 Earth-
quake between 1650 and 1704; it began on Saturday, March 3, 1663, in agreement 
with the statement that the year 5 Earthquake seated itself on a Saturday. The 
preceding part of this passage refers to the events of ‘the day Monday, February 
26’, and indeed February 26, 1663, did fall on a Monday. Furthermore, in 1663, 
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Monday, February 26 would have been the first of the five days that ended the 
previous Zapotec year, 4 Soaproot, suggesting that the passages concern the 
end of one year and the beginning of the next; we know from the testimonials 
that the colanís performed rituals in association with the new year ceremonies. 
These facts support the calendar correlation proposed above.

The event of Monday, February 26, 1663, is referred to by a Zapotec couplet 
ri-tola re-yeni ‘one is incapacitated, one is angry’. We propose that this couplet 
refers to the nameless days, the five-day period that ends the year. This conclu-
sion is supported by a closely similar semantic association for these days that 
is found in Sahagún’s discussion of the nemontemi—the five days that ended 
the Aztec year—and of the month preceding them.25 It may be noted that the 
passage refers to the current date ( naha tza ) as this first day of the five days 
ending the year; from the vantage point of the statement, the new year’s day 
is yet to come.

Structurally, the second passage is essentially the same as the first. It indi-
cates that on the current date, a Friday in March, ‘one is incapacitated, one is 
angry’—presumably again a reference to the five days that end the Zapotec 
year; and it states that on a Wednesday (five days later) the year 6 Wind will take 
its turn. It is structurally impossible for this statement to be correct, given that 
the preceding year started on a Saturday: corresponding dates in two successive 
Zapotec years must differ by just one day in the Spanish week. The year 6 Wind 
in fact began on Sunday, March 2, 1664.

Were this statement correct as written, the reference to a Friday in the five-
day period ending the year 5 Earthquake could only refer to the last of these 
five days, which fell on Friday, February 29, 1664. This dating, however, conflicts 
with the written statement in that the Friday in question fell in February 
rather than March. The fact that the following Wednesday is exactly five days 
after Friday also suggests that this passage is intended to refer to the five  
days ending the year and then to the upcoming new year’s day, just as in the 
first passage.

The precise agreement of the 5 Earthquake record with a correlation 
independently derived from three separate sets of data—Booklets 27 and 85, 
Booklet 81, and Booklet 63—cannot be a coincidence. This being the case, 
the unambiguous, parallel calendrical statement for the immediately following 
year, 6 Wind, must have a similar intended relevance in spite of its chrono-
logical discrepancy; in fact, the identification of the ambiguous yo=xoo with 
5 Earthquake (rather than 2 Earthquake, 9 Earthquake, or [less likely] 3 
Earthquake) hinges on such an interpretation for the unambiguous 6 Wind 
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passage. The chronological discrepancy in the 6 Wind passage therefore does 
not constitute evidence against the correlation otherwise secured by the same 
calendar. The most plausible hypothesis that we can offer for the chronological 
discrepancy in the second passage is that these passages were partly calculated 
from or copied from an earlier annotation, and that the scribe failed to correctly 
update the Spanish data when writing the record for the year 6 Wind.26

Booklet 84

This booklet was composed in a Nexitzo or Bijanos town. Alongside the 
last day of the ritual calendar, 13 Face, is the notation A[torn]ril 1689 lao beo 
abirilis  ‘April 1689 in the month April’. This is not enough information by itself 
to work out the correlation, but it is consistent with the correlation established 
here: 13 Face fell in April (on the 28th) in 1689.

OTHER ZAPOTEC CALENDARS INCLUDING  
DOMINICAL LETTERS OR SPANISH DAY NAMES

The preceding sections show that five different calendrical manuscripts provide 
evidence for the correlation between the Zapotec and Gregorian calendars, and 
all five are consistent with a single correlation between the Gregorian calendar 
and an indigenous 260-day calendar. Four of the calendars, 27, 63-2, 81, and 94, 
were written by speakers of Nexitzo or Bijanos Zapotec, and these four provide 
independent evidence for the correlation of the trecena with the Gregorian 
calendar. Booklet 85 establishes the beginning of the 365-day calendar; with the 
correlation of the 260-day calendar and the consistent evidence for Earthquake 
as a year bearer from many of the manuscripts, Booklet 85 further demon-
strates that colonial Northern Zapotec years were named for their first day. 
The more detailed of the two parallel correlation statements of Booklet 94 
confirms the correlations both of the ritual calendar and of the beginning of 
the Zapotec year with the Gregorian calendar, notwithstanding the fact that 
the second of these parallel statements is inconsistent with the first. Booklet 
84 provides supporting evidence in that the correlation correctly places an 
instance of 13 Face in April 1689.

Two other booklets transcribed by Alcina Franch (1993) associate 
dominical letters with ritual calendar dates, but specify no year, month, or day 
in the Spanish calendar; a third gives the days of the Spanish calendar, but no 
years, months, or dominical letters. Given the correlation of the European and 
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Zapotec calendars, the dominical letters can be used to provide an approximate 
date for the ritual calendar data presented.27

Booklet 51

Booklet 51, also composed by a speaker of Nexitzo or Bijanos Zapotec, 
begins with a sequence of fifteen days, beginning and ending with the dominical 
letter A. No ritual calendar dates are aligned with the first three days; yag=chila, 
the first day of the Zapotec ritual calendar, is aligned with the fourth position 
and is assigned the dominical letter d. The day 1 Cayman fell on the same day 
of the week as January 4 in nine out of fifteen instances between 1687 and 1697; 
the last previous year in which it did so was 1653, well before any of the manu-
scripts are otherwise dated, and it did not happen again until 1724, well after 
the manuscripts had been collected.

After these first twelve days of the ritual calendar, no more dominical 
letters are used. Starting with the fourteenth day of Booklet 51, the names of 
the days of the Spanish week are aligned with almost every day name whose 
trecena coefficient is 1 or 7. These annotations have the effect of assigning two 
Spanish day names to each trecena, one to its first day and another (the imme-
diately preceding Spanish day) to its middle day.

Altogether there are thirty-seven Spanish day names aligned with Zapotec 
days in Booklet 51. Of the thirty-five such names that are aligned with a day 
having a coefficient of 1 or 7, all are mutually consistent in their placement. 
There are only three Zapotec day names with a coefficient of 1 or 7, after the 
group with the dominical letters, that are not aligned with a Spanish day name: 
1 Deer, 7 Death, and 7 Crow. The case of 1 Deer was simply skipped, with no 
Spanish day name in the near vicinity. Spanish day names are aligned with the 
days 6 Snake and 6 Corn, which immediately precede 7 Death and 7 Crow. 
These are the only Spanish day names not aligned with a day name whose 
coefficient is 1 or 7, and the Spanish day name in each case agrees with the 
following day name, whose coefficient is 7, rather than with the day name it 
visually aligns with. Clearly, these Spanish days are in some way intended to 
correspond to 7 Death and 7 Crow.

The pattern of assignment of the Spanish day names allows us to assign 1 
Cayman and January 4 to a Thursday. The only date between 1650 and 1703 
when 1 Cayman and January 4 both fell on a Thursday was June 28, 1691, so we 
can now assign Booklet 51 to the 260 days from June 28, 1691, through March 
14, 1692. (The day 1 Cayman that begins this period was the second day of the 
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two-day festival of 13 Face to 1 Cayman that ended the calendar of Booklet 63; 
see pp. 49–50.)

Booklet 62

This calendar is laid out with days of the week alongside days with the 
trecena positions 13 and 1. The data are summarized in Table 1.6a, with the 
days being listed in order of the trecenas in which they occur. Zapotec days 
that begin a trecena are in the column on the left; those that end a trecena are 
in the column on the right; numbers in parentheses specify the position of the 
day in the 260-day cycle. The pages that held trecenas 3 and 4 are missing from 
Booklet 62; these trecenas are blacked out in Table 1.6a.

The Spanish days assigned to the days of this ritual calendar are not consis-
tent with one another if it is assumed that they represent a single pass through 
the 260-day calendar. However, it can be shown that the data were likely 
assigned over a period of 482 days, spanning parts of three successive ritual 
calendar cycles. The sequence is explicated in Table 1.6b-1 through 1.6b-3.

The first pass through the ritual calendar (see Table 1.6b-1) appears to have 
begun in the eighth trecena, on 1 Soaproot. The first and last day of each trecena 
is marked with the Spanish day on which it fell during trecenas 8 through 10. 
Thereafter, only the final day of the trecena was marked, until the end of the 
twentieth trecena, when both the beginning and end of the trecena were so 
marked. The last day of every trecena was marked except for trecena 15, which 
was skipped.

In the second pass through the ritual calendar (Table 1.6b-2), the table shades 
out all of the dates that were already marked off and therefore unavailable. In 
this pass, the last day of each trecena continued to be marked through the end of 
trecena 7 (data for trecenas 3 and 4 are in italics to indicate that they are recon-
structed in conformity with the overall pattern). From that point, the end of 
every trecena was already marked (except 15), and the beginnings of trecenas 
8, 9, and 10 were already marked. Spanish days began to be marked again at the 
first opportunity, in the eleventh trecena. From that point on, the beginning of 
each trecena was marked with its Spanish day name through trecena 19; the 
beginning of the last trecena had already been marked in the first pass.

In the third pass (Table 1.6b-3), the unavailable dates are again shaded 
out. The first day of each trecena continued to be marked off in trecenas 1 
through 5; again, reconstruction of data for the missing trecenas 3 and 4 is 
marked by italics.
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TABLE 1.6. The sequence of three ritual calendars implicit in Booklet 62. See text for explanation of 
the formats. (a) Schematic representation of the ritual calendar dates that are correlated with days of 
the week.

This relatively straightforward model in effect accounts for almost all of 
the data. The residue consists of the beginning dates of trecenas 6 and 7: they 
are marked consistently with one another but inconsistently with any of the 
three passes for which we seem to have data.

The overall results are summarized in Table 1.6c. The dates marked during 
the first pass are in bold type in the heavily outlined area. Dates marked in the 
second pass run from the beginning to the end of the ritual calendar, on dates 
not already filled on the first pass; this pass uses bold type on a shaded back-
ground in a less heavily outlined area. Dates marked in the third pass run from 
the beginning of the ritual calendar to the fifth trecena in a lightly outlined area 
of the chart, with plain type on a shaded background. The data not accounted 
for under this model are not outlined and appear in light type.

The earliest date in Booklet 62 associated with the first pass through the 
ritual calendar was 1 Soaproot, marked as having fallen on a Friday; the latest 
date associated with the third pass was 1 Reed, falling on a Wednesday. The 
Spanish days of the week recur on a given ritual calendar date on every seventh 
occurrence of such a date, an interval of 1,820 (7  260) days. This yields the 



TABLE 1.6b-1. Schematic representation of the sequence of annotations in three successive passes 
through the ritual calendar: fi rst pass, beginning in the ninth trecena.

TABLE 1.6b-2. Schematic representation of the sequence of annotations in three successive passes 
through the ritual calendar: second pass, beginning in the fi rst trecena.
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TABLE 1.6b-3. Schematic representation of the sequence of annotations in three successive passes 
through the ritual calendar: third pass, beginning in the fi rst trecena.

following candidates for the dates of use of Booklet 62 in the period during 
which most of the other calendars seem to have been in use:

 1 Soaproot, on a Friday 1 Reed, on a Wednesday

 June 26, 1682 October 20, 1683
 June 20, 1687 October 13, 1688
 June 13, 1692 October 7, 1693
 June 7, 1697 October 1, 1698

None of these candidates for the dating of the annotations to Booklet 62 
seems to contribute to an explanation of the most important issues raised by 
this analysis: why the ends and only then the beginnings of trecenas in Booklet 
62 would have been annotated with Spanish days, and why this process should 
have begun on 1 Soaproot. Concerning the dating itself, it is worth noting that 
in the fi ve other Zapotec calendars equipped with Spanish calendrical annota-
tions (in Booklets 27, 51, 63, 81, and 85), all contemporaneous annotations date 
between 1690 and 1696 (the 1686 date from Booklet 63 is a background refer-
ence linked to an eclipse in 1692).28 This leads us to lean toward June 13, 1692–
October 7, 1693, as being the period during which this calendar was annotated 
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TABLE 1.6c. Schematic representation of the parts of the calendar associated with each pass of 
annotation.

with Spanish day names; in any case, the early 1690s are the most frequent of 
the years in the contemporaneous annotations on the manuscripts reviewed in 
this paper.29

Booklet 88

Booklet 88 was composed by a speaker of Nexitzo or Bijanos Zapotec. In 
this booklet, every day of the ritual calendar is aligned with a dominical letter. 
The fi rst day of the ritual calendar is aligned with the dominical letter A, corre-
sponding to the same day as January 1 of the year within which it fell. This 
correspondence did not happen during the 1680s or 1690s, the period within 
which the other dated records originated. The only time during the second half 
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of the seventeenth century when the first day of the ritual calendar and the first 
day of the Spanish year fell on the same day of the week was from July 29, 1666, 
to April 2, 1677; and this circumstance did not recur until November 11, 1707, 
after the collection of the calendars had been completed.

In Booklet 85 (see Table 1.2), the dominical letter sequence is reset during 
the twenty days between December 19, 1695 (c), and January 8, 1696 (A): were 
this not the case, the letter b would be assigned twenty days after a day assigned 
to the letter c. This interruption of the succession of dominical letters reflects 
the change from 1695 to 1696, since the letter A is assigned to January 1 of 
every year. There is no such resetting in Booklet 88. If this alignment was set in 
connection with a real year, all 260 days of the calendar must have fallen during 
the same Spanish year, which yields the following possible dates for Booklet 
88:

April 8, 1672–December 23, 1672 in the year 1 Wind
February 12, 1675–October 29, 1675 in the years 3 Soaproot–4 Earthquake
April 2, 1677–December 17, 1677 in the year 6 Deer

Under this interpretation, Booklet 88 would be the earliest of the calen-
dars presented by Alcina Franch to which a date can be assigned. However, as 
already noted (p. 63), the other Spanish annotations to Zapotec calendars in 
the AGI México 882 booklets all relate to the years 1690–1696. This raises two 
alternative hypotheses.

(1) Since Zapotec colanís made copies of earlier calendrical texts, it is 
possible that Booklet 88 is a thoroughly literal copy of an earlier 
calendar produced or annotated in the 1670s.

(2) The pattern of dominical letters in this calendar was laid out as a 
purely formal device: the canonical beginning of the dominical letter 
sequence, A, is aligned with the beginning of the ritual calendar. This 
hypothesis would account for the fact that there is no resetting of the 
dominical letter sequence.

THE ANTIQUITY OF THE ZAPOTEC CALENDAR CORRELATION, 
AND COMPARISON WITH OTHER CALENDARS

The year bearers of the seventeenth-century Zapotec years were maintained 
since the Late Preclassic period, probably from 200 BC or earlier. The interest 
in eclipses shown in Booklet 81 (also in Booklet 63; see Tavárez and Justeson 
n.d.) may continue a focus that goes back to the Late Preclassic: Justeson and 
Kaufman (1996–2000; see also Kaufman and Justeson 2004) show that the 
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war dates on the tablets of Monte Alban Mound J all fall within a few days of 
eclipses—possibly, but not necessarily, of visible eclipses.

Nonetheless, it is unlikely that the correlation here established for the colo-
nial Zapotec ritual calendar is valid for the time of the earliest Zapotec inscrip-
tions. According to Justeson and Kaufman’s analysis, the nodes fell around 
7 Snake, 3 Soaproot, and 11 Flint around the time of the Mound J records; 
archaeologically, they are dated to the Monte Alban II period, no later than AD 
200, and the sequence of dates spans about 125 years. The Mound J data would 
fit the correlation established here only if these records dated to the Early 
Postclassic period. Evidently, then, the ritual calendar was reset sometime after 
the creation of the Mound J tablets. Evidence presented in this section suggests 
that that resetting was due to the influence of Nahuas.

Caso’s (1939) generally accepted correlation places the date 8 Wind of the 
Aztec calendar on November 9, 1519, in the Julian calendar; Calnek’s demonstra-
tion (this volume) that a calendar reform was instituted in 1507 at Tenochtitlan 
secures Kirchhoff ’s identification of this date with the Tlatelolco system. This 
correlation places February 23, 1695, on the day 11 Earthquake, so the colonial 
Zapotec ritual calendar agrees with the traditional Aztec calendar, as maintained 
at Tlatelolco, and with that of Tenochtitlan before the reform. The same corre-
lation was found in highland Guatemala. Modern K’ichee’ and Ixil ethnographic 
accounts, projected backward, would place February 23, 1695, on 11 Earth- 
quake, as do the sixteenth-century records of the Annals of the Kaqchikels (see 
Smith 2002, correcting Recinos 1950).

Thompson (1935) originally considered that dates in the Classic Lowland 
Mayan ritual calendar fell two days later. One of the clearest lines of evidence for 
this position is Landa’s correlation of 12 Kan 1 Pop with July 16 of an unspeci-
fied year. It is widely accepted that the year in question was 1553.30 Because 
the Classic period linkage between the ritual calendar and the days of the 
months differed by one day from the linkage that held in Postclassic Yucatan, 
the Goodman-Martínez-Thompson (GMT) correlation could put either the 
ritual calendar date or the month position on July 16, but the other would have 
to be off by one day. The original GMT correlation placed the first day of the 
Mayan year on July 16, 1553, and the ritual calendar date was thereby assigned 
to 11 Akbal (Night). Thompson later revised this correlation to agree with the 
Guatemalan systems under the hypothesis of pan-Mesoamerican synchron-
icity. Both alternatives have their supporters today, but it may be observed that 
under the revised correlation, July 16, 1553, fell on 13 Chicchan (Snake) in the 
ritual calendar (one day too late) and on the third day of the month Pop (two 
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days too late). The ethnohistoric starting point for the Lowland Mayan calendar 
correlation is in fact inconsistent with the synchronicity hypothesis.

There are grounds for supposing that the highland Guatemalan calendars 
do not provide independent evidence for a pan-Mesoamerican synchronicity 
of the ritual calendar. Some of these calendars have borrowed Nahua month 
names (Miles 1957; Campbell 1977) from near the end of the Nahua year: in this 
instance, it is a calendar on which Nahua influence is reflected by the borrowing 
of Nahua month names and that shows the traditional Nahua correlation of 
the ritual calendar and the vague year with the European calendar. There is 
evidence for some antiquity to this influence of central Mexico on highland 
Guatemala. Selverstone (1995) has presented evidence relating the spacing of 
footprint symbols in the 260-day calendars of Borgia Group codices to modern 
K’ichee’ rituals reported by Tedlock (1993: 191–196) but was undecided on the 
direction of spread of the calendrical constructs on which both were based.

The same may be true in the Zapotec case. Alcina Franch suggested 
that the word quicholla  was the name of the last five days of the year and 
is a borrowing of the Aztec month name Quecholi ; against this proposal, 
however, see Note 11. Nonetheless, there is evidence for Nahua influence on 
the calendar systems of Oto-Manguean territory south of the Basin of Mexico. 
Pohl (cited in Boone and Smith 2003: 322) relates calendrical features of 
these and other Mexican codices to Nahua influence. In particular, the (Late 
Postclassic) Borgia Group codices, as well as Mixtec codices, use effectively the 
same signs for the day names as the Aztec manuscripts. The forms of every one 
of these signs is consistent with the Nahua name for the corresponding day 
and more generally with names found in the Basin of Mexico, but ‘house’ and 
‘flower’ are inconsistent with their Mixtec names ‘night’ and ‘macaw’. Because 
the names that motivate the sign forms are known only from the Basin of 
Mexico and traditions deriving from it31 (Kaufman 2000a), this is most likely an 
innovation that spread from there to southern Mesoamerica. Early writing in 
the Mixteca used day signs deriving from the Zapotec tradition and iconically 
reflecting Zapotec day names ‘night’, represented by the face of an owl, and 
‘face’, represented by a human face in profile. Another specific connection of 
Zapotec to Nahua calendrical practices is known from the work of Weitlaner 
(1958) on a southern Zapotec survival of the ritual calendar system. In the 
Loxicha area, the twenty named days are gone, but a cycle of 260 days is still 
produced by permuting the names of nine gods with thirteen numerals. The 
structure of this system has the peculiarity that two of the gods rather than 
just one are assigned to the first day; the first pass through the gods’ names 
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therefore lasts just eight days rather than the usual nine, yielding 260 days 
(= 8 + 28  9) after 29 passes. A similar cycle containing the names of nine deities 
appears in a calendar from San Antonio Huitepec that may have been produced 
in colonial times (van Meer 2000). Caso (1965: 945) notes that the same struc-
ture was used to fit the Aztecs’ nine-day cycle of the Lords of the Night into 
a recurring 260-day cycle, except that the pair of gods occupied the final day 
rather than the first day of the 260.

Nahuas do not appear to have had an impact on the vocabularies of other 
languages until about AD 1000 (Kaufman 2000b; Kaufman and Justeson 2006, 
n.d.), and this reflects the lack of any major cultural impact by Nahuas until 
that time. Afterward, Nahuas spread throughout the Basin of Mexico, and their 
military successes established pockets of Nahua language and culture in many 
other parts of Mesoamerica, before the rise of the Aztecs. It may have been 
this unparalleled international influence that provided the basis for calendar 
reforms that brought the calendars of the Postclassic Zapotecs, and perhaps of 
Mayans in the Guatemala highlands, into conformity with the Nahua calendar 
as it was in Tlatelolco and as it had originally been in Tenochtitlan.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND CONVENTIONS

References to archives use the following abbreviations:

AGI Archivo General de Indias, Seville 
AGN Archivo General de la Nación, Mexico 
AJVA Archivo Judicial de Villa Alta, Oaxaca City

In text transcriptions, X[n] transcribes a letter X surmounted by a tilde; 
otherwise, square brackets enclose material that is not present in the text but 
that is to be understood by the reader (in abbreviations). In linguistic transcrip-
tions, 7 transcribes a glottal stop.

Zapotec language data in their original orthographic form are presented 
in roman type, surrounded by angle brackets; renderings of Zapotec language 
data in modern linguistic garb, whether approximate or exact, are in italics; 
standard spellings of Spanish, Latin, and Nahuatl language forms, when treated 
as data rather than a language of description, are in italics.

The presentation of Zapotec sentences from the manuscripts contains 
three lines: first, a transcription of what is written; second, a morpheme-by-
morpheme grammatical analysis of each word in the sentence; and third, a 
translation into English. (Spanish sentences are provided only in transcription 
and translation.) In translations, parentheses enclose optional elements; square 
brackets enclose comments. Because it is not possible to know the pronuncia-
tion of colonial Zapotec forms in complete detail, the morphological break-
down of transcribed material follows the orthography of the original rather 
than a phonetic or phonemic interpretation of it. Grammatical codes used in 
this paper are:

AUG2 day name augment for trecena positions 2, 3, 5, 9 yo(-lo)= 
CMP1 completive aspect prefix go- 
CMP2b completive aspect prefix b- 
NACT1 non-active derivational prefix t- 
NACT2 non-active derivational prefix y-

In grammatical analyses, – marks the attachment of an inflectional affix, 
. (period) marks the attachment of a derivational affix, and = marks compounding.

Appendix numbers (in square brackets) in Alcina Franch (1993) for calen-
dars cited in this paper are 7 [3]; 17 [6]; 20 [7]; 27 [8]; 29 [9]; 31 [10]; 39 [12]; 42 
[13]; 45 [14]; 51 [15]; 62 [16]; 81 [17]; 85 [18]; 88 [19]; 90 [20]; 91 [21].

The word “Maya” comes from the Yucatec language, in which it referred 
to Yucatan and, as modifier, especially to the language and people of Yucatan. 
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It is unknown in any other Mayan language and so had no other authentic 
referent. It entered English as a word especially for the language but also for the 
people of Yucatan. “Mayan” was derived from this English word, used to refer 
to any language in the same family as (Yucatec) Maya and, by extension, as a 
modifying adjective in references to people speaking these languages and to 
their cultural practices. Every use of the word “Maya” to refer to any language 
other than Yucatec, to speakers of any other Mayan language, or to the cultural 
characteristics of the speakers of any other Mayan language is a deviation from 
historically justified practice—ultimately, a misusage.

We also avoid an affectation that developed in early academic anthro-
pology: systematically using morphologically singular forms of count nouns 
to refer in the plural to members of certain ethnic groups, as in “the Olmec,” 
“the Zapotec,” or “the Maya.” This usage effectively marks those to whom it 
is applied as having less humanity than Europeans, to whom it is never applied: 
on the one hand, it is ungrammatical to say, for example, “The Pict were immi-
grants to Britain”; and, outside of this pattern, in English nouns the use of a 
morphological singular form as the plural of a count noun is systematic only in 
references to animals, especially as game or food.

NOTES 

1. This paper is one of a series of works on the Zapotec calendar on which the 
authors are collaborating. Authorship order is alternated in these papers; unless other-
wise stated, it does not reflect differential contributions or senior vs. junior authorship. 
Justeson originally worked out the correlation, in the summer of 2000, using Alcina 
Franch’s (1993) transcriptions of data from two independent sets of correlation state-
ments: those from the Booklets 27 and 85 together and, separately, those from Booklet 
81. Each set was sufficient to establish the correlation between the colonial Northern 
Zapotec ritual calendar and the Gregorian calendar. We began collaborating in April 
2004 on the correlation statements in Booklet 81, initially to incorporate and address 
the content of the Zapotec portion of the correlation data from this booklet. Tavárez 
had long worked with Zapotec language data from AGI México 882, especially from 
the transcriptions of four songs that were played to the accompaniment of a horizontal 
wooden drum. At the beginning of our joint work, Tavárez undertook a new transcrip-
tion and a preliminary analysis and translation of the Zapotec glosses in Booklet 81. 
We continued collaborating on this material, and on other data from throughout the 
collection, through July 2004 and in the fall of 2005. In the paper as it exists, Justeson 
remains primarily responsible for issues concerning the calendar and Tavárez for tran-
scribing and reading the colonial Zapotec parts of the correlation statements. Early in 
our collaboration, however, each of us contributed new observations and interpreta-
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tions both of calendrical data and of Zapotec annotations, and each of us found new 
correlation data in booklets not transcribed by Alcina Franch—Justeson in Oudijk’s 
transcriptions (Oudijk 2005), and Tavárez in his copies of the documents. With a few 
exceptions on points of detail, both of us have evaluated and are responsible for all 
claims in this paper.

2. The data as recorded by Córdova (1578a) are more complex than this account 
suggests; as Whittaker (1983: 127) notes, many of the augments do not have their 
expected forms. In separate work, Justeson has identified evidence that about two-
thirds of them are likely errors, understandable in terms of a hypothetical structure for 
the elicitation process; the other third of them could involve variant forms, although 
as yet no principles have been identified that would account for which specific items 
use these variants. Whether the discrepancies reflect an inadequate present-day under-
standing of the structure of the system or are errors introduced during the preparation 
of Córdova’s data for publication cannot be fully resolved using internal evidence; nor 
do the later Villa Alta calendars resolve the issue, rarely having discrepancies that agree 
with Córdova’s.

3. Proto-Zapotecan (pZn) is the last common ancestor of all forms of Zapotec 
and Chatino, while proto-Zapotec (pZap) is the last common ancestor of all forms of 
Zapotec.

4. For “Diuino,” Córdova (1578b: 143v) gives colanij , corresponding to a pZap 
*ko+ lla+ ni, with accent on the last syllable (Smith-Stark, personal communication, 
2005). This term literally means a “festival person,” recalling the Mayan term *7aj=q’i:nh 
 for ritual calendar specialists. We use colaní as the Anglicized form of this term.

5. Following what had become a recurring procedure in idolatry trials involving 
calendrical or ritual texts, Balsalobre confiscated and carried out a public burning of 
these texts, which usually took place after exemplary physical punishment was visited 
upon their convicted author or owner (see, e.g., AGN Inquisición 456: 581v, 592v).

6. Alcina Franch’s (1993) numbering of the booklets mostly agrees with the docu-
ment register, but Booklet 81 (see following) is mistakenly referred to as Manuscript 
82 in that volume. A concordance of his manuscript numbers and appendix numbers is 
provided in the Abbreviations and Conventions, above.

7. There were four basic auguries, which seem to have appeared on a four-day cycle, 
most of uncertain meaning: xi , zobi , tzaba  (cf. pZap *tzakwa7 ‘dirty, bad, ugly’), 
and niti , in that order. Related are the ‘houses’ ( yoho  ~ yoo ; pZap *yo7o) from 
which each trecena is said to emerge: yoholleo  ~ Laoyoo , the House of the Earth, in 
odd-numbered trecenas; yohoyebaa , the House of the Upper World, in trecenas 2, 6, 
10, 14, and 18; and yoho gabila , the House of the Underworld, in trecenas 4, 8, 12, 16, 
and 20. The alternation is such that a trecena for the House of the Earth always occurs 
between one for the House of Heaven and one for the House of the Underworld. De la 
Cruz (2002) and Smith-Stark (personal communication, 2004) argue that these auguries 
have directional and perhaps color associations.

8. See Note 3.
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9. Victoria Bricker (personal communication, 2005) reports that four Spanish 
reportorios in her possession all use the system in which A is the dominical letter that 
is capitalized; we do not know if there is evidence in these documents for the years to 
which the dominical letters pertain.

10. Cline (1975) reached the same conclusion, but his analysis was based on a 
misunderstanding of the dominical letter system.

11. We do not include among these lines of evidence Alcina Franch’s proposal that 
the word quicholla , opposite the date 17 Febrero, is a loan from the Nahua month 
name Quecholli because (a) the dates do not match; (b) the final vowels disagree; and 
(c) the word can be analyzed in Zapotec as consisting of the potential prefix qui  on 
a verb root cholla . (We can propose no evocative meaning for a colonial Northern 
Zapotec qui-cholla . Without pressing the point, however, if cholla  were a copyist’s 
error for tholla , we would have the same verb that serves in couplet with yeni  to 
designate the nameless days in Booklet 94 (see p. 57), and it is this five-day group with 
which quicholla  is associated.)

12. We are indebted to Thomas C. Smith-Stark for the translation of the Latin.
13. If toohuà  is indeed the word ‘mouth’, the initial pZap *ty of this word would 

be expected to show up with initial r  in Bijanos and Nexitzo Zapotec and with initial 
ch  in Cajonos Zapotec. The word is rare in colonial Northern Zapotec texts but does 

show up, rendered as roa  ~ raha  ~ ra . Nonetheless, ‘mouth’ also shows up in 
these northern texts with initial t , specifically in proper names of land plots such 
as Yoo Yabe Tohua  (AJVA Civil 3: 3r) and Tuah Tohua  (AJVA Civil 25: 28r); this is 
consistent with the possibility that toohuà  in Booklet 85 may indeed be the proper 
name for the month that began the year. Justifying this possibility, which would require 
a satisfactory account for the spellings with t , is beyond the scope of this paper, but 
such an account would have to involve issues of intergroup contact or the circulation 
of manuscripts among writers of Zapotec; such processes are plausible since they are 
almost surely the basis for colonial Northern Zapotec spellings of y as qu  ~ que  
~ qui  ~ gu  ~ gue  ~ gui  based ultimately on the correspondence of Northern 
Zapotec y to other Zapotec k before i and e (Tavárez and Justeson n.d.).

14. Based on a different interpretation of the word gogaa , Urcid (2001: 87–88) 
suggests that it, and therefore perhaps other months, had an agricultural association. 
He notes that Córdova’s (1578b: 400v) gloss for cociy cogaa  refers to a period of rain 
and wind, concluding that this description is appropriate to the month of August: the 
ninth month runs from August 2 to August 22. This gloss, however, does not appear 
to be a literal meaning of the word cogaa ; it may therefore have been a reference to 
the seasonal association of cogaa  during Córdova’s time. In 1578, this part of the 365-
day calendar would have taken place from September 1 to September 21. However, 
the period cociy is otherwise known only for the trecena; the twenty-day period was 
referred to as ‘moon’. According to the correlation established in the rest of this paper, 
during the twenty-five years leading up to the 1578 publication of Córdova’s Vocabvlario, 
the ninth cociy—1 Snake to 13 Earthquake—fell at approximately the same time of year 
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as gogaa  did in 1695: it began in the Julian calendar on August 25, 1553; on August 19, 
1558; on August 13, 1563; on August 6, 1568; on July 31, 1573; and on July 25, 1578.

15. The precise interpretation of ribee gosii ?to ?hueag  is unclear, partly because 
the transcription itself is not secure, so we do not provide a translation in the body 
of our text. But ribee gosii  seems to mean ‘(the) trecena seats itself ’ (cf. the similar 
phrase in Booklet 94, discussed below), and 1 Deer is indeed the beginning of a trecena 
(the third trecena). If hueag  ‘same’ is the correct reading of the last word in this text, 
we have something like ‘the same trecena is seated’. It is not obvious what this phrase 
would mean, but it may relate to the fact that the 1 Deer of February 19 was the second 
instance of the seating of this trecena during the Zapotec year to which the annotation 
pertains. Earlier on the same page we read marte tiola huegoti  between the days  
9 Wind and 10 Night; if 1 Deer is Sunday, then Tuesday ( marte ) would have fallen on 
9 Wind.

16. See Note 3.
17. The same verb is spelled coyequi  in Booklet 37 in relation to the burning of 

offertory candles.
18. This date makes it possible to identify the likely author of these annotations. 

Booklet 81 is one of only a handful in which the name of the owner of a calendrical 
booklet was recorded on the document’s front or back cover after it was surrendered to 
ecclesiastical authorities at San Ildefonso de Villa Alta. The owner of this booklet is iden-
tified, in such a note, on the booklet’s front cover: Juan Matias es M[aest]ro (‘Juan Matias 
is a teacher [of idolatries]’). Providentially, he is also identified in the record of the 
proceedings of a communal confession at San Ildefonso on December 22, 1704. This 
confession was presented by the town officials of San Juan Malinaltepec, within the 
parish of Choapa, before Juan Gracia Corona, the resident secular priest of the parish 
of Santa Cruz Yagavila. During the proceedings, a native fiscal named Juan Matias 
pointed to a specific booklet and “said it was his, and that his father had left it to him 
about seven years before” (AGI México 882: 914r)—that is, around 1697. Hence, it is 
quite possible that the father of Juan Matias was the author of the annotations that are 
discussed in this section. (A fiscal was a native official appointed by the bishop to ensure 
that indigenous people observed Christian practices; some were in fact colanís.)

19. An annotation at the beginning of Booklet 49 correctly associates Sunday with 
October 4, 1693, but is not associated with a Zapotec date.

20. These passages parallel the majority of European dates appearing at the begin-
ning of colonial Northern Zapotec documents in placing laça  before the month name, 
yielding statements like naatza lones goxono tza lasa beo agusto 1640 anios  ‘Today on 
Monday, the eighth day of the period of the month of August of the year of 1640’ (AJVA 
Civil 75: 11r). A morpheme spelled láça  ~ làça  is given by Córdova (1578b: 19r, 140r) 
as the root of verbs meaning something like ‘to last a long time’ or ‘to take a long time’ 
(see also fol. 18r) and of noun phrases referring to long periods of time or to a distant 
time (ibid.: 27v–28r, 30r, 148r, 158v, 276r, 394v, 401r, 420r); Córdova’s coláça , referring 
to things from long ago, has a cognate of the same meaning in Juchitan Zapotec gu+ 
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lâ7sa, for example in binní gu+ lâ7sa ‘gente que son dura para trabajar; los antepasados 
zapotecas; nombre que se atribuye a las figurillas de barro que hiecieron nuestros ante-
pasados’ (Kaufman, Pérez, and Feke 1995–2004) and ‘los ídolos y demás objetos de 
barro o piedra hechos por los antiguos habitantes de la región, a quienes la leyenda 
atribuye el origen de la raza zapoteca’ (Pickett 1971), and in Atepec Zapotec lath·á 
‘prehistórica, antepasada, prehispánica (gente)’ (Nellis and Nellis 1983: 154). These 
entries support the view that laça  in Córdova is an adjective meaning something like 
‘long (of time)’ or a noun root meaning something like ‘(long) time’––from which is 
derived a versive verb of the same shape meaning ‘to last for a (long) while’. Cordova 
(1578b: 424v) also gives laça  for ‘vez’ in the sense of ‘instance, occasion’; this form 
could be a reduction of li+aça , with the same meaning, but note Zoogocho Zapotec 
las ‘vez’ in the sense of ‘place, replacement’.

21. ttola, tola  as a verb root is glossed in Córdova (1578b) with a range of mean-
ings, all referring to incomplete control of one’s faculties, including fainting, clumsiness, 
dizziness, dulled judgment, incompetence, stupidity, and incontinence. See, for instance, 
“Desatinarse o desatinado ser” (121r), “Desmayar” (129r), and “Embotarse el juyzio con 
vicios comer o beuer” (154r); cf. Zoogocho Zapotec toll in ch-toll ‘estar echado, estar 
tirado (persona, animal)’ as in chtolle7 nyaze7 cosyiccjle yela7 borrašw cchen7 ‘está echado 
allá donde se cayó de cabeza porque está borracho’ (Long and Cruz 1999: 179).

22. ti-yeni-lachi-a  is glossed in Córdova 1578b as “Enojado estar[,] assi amohi-
nado” (170r) and “Exasperado estar co[n] vno[;] vide mohino” (193r). We would have 
expected ri  rather than re  for the habitual prefix.

23. For the qui  + numeral + ‘year’ construction, compare Córdova’s (1578b) 
Làoquitòbi yza yànna  “en este año[:] futuro” (165r); quitòbi-yza  “durar assi vn 

año” (148v); Quitòpayza  “[Entrambos a dos] Años” (174v); Quitàpayza  “Quatro 
años espacio dellos” (100v); Huazàbiti quiròpayza , quiònayza  “falta p[ar]a dos años, 
p[ar]a tres, o assi” (194r), “Va p[ar]a dos años, para tres, &c” (419r). Northern Zapotec 
to  corresponds to Córdova’s tobi .

24. reesi  is here read as re , a habitual prefix, plus si  ~ çi , a verb root that is 
glossed as “recebir o tomar,” “tomado ser,” and “lo que me da[n]” in Córdova (1578b: 
345r, 404v, 405r). The expression çi laça  appears to designate the beginning of time 
periods, as in a closely parallel passage natza miyecoles se lasa beo marso  (AJVA Civil 
44: 17r), which is glossed in Spanish as ‘Today on Wednesday, the first day of March’. 
Since the year bearer is referred to as the ruler of the year, this phrase probably refers 
to 6 Wind beginning its period or span, just as the previous sentence had 5 Earthquake 
being seated in its office. We would have expected ri  for the habitual prefix.

25. We are indebted to Joanna Sanchez for the following observations. Book 2, 
Florentine Codex (pages 157–158) describes the nature of the nemontemi and of the 
immediately preceding period. The following prohibitions during the nemontemi 
may indicate that people might be prone to such behaviors at this time: yoan aiac huel 
oncan maoaia; . . . aiac maoaz ‘no one might then quarrel; none might wrangle’ (corre-
sponding to Zapotec yeni ); and ano ac huel motlahuitequia, moticuiniaya, motepotla-
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miaya ‘Nor should anyone fall, trip or stumble’ (corresponding to Zapotec tola  ‘to be 
in a state of incapacity or diminished capacity’); the references to stumbling probably 
involve drunkenness, and suggest a particular type of diminished capacity. This period 
immediately follows the month Izcalli, at the end of which every fourth year there is 
general community drunkenness, notably including the children: “with ruddy faces, 
crying out, short of breath, with glazed eyes, all mingled with one another; there were 
disputes; all circled and milled about; becoming more intense, all crowded and pressed 
together, elbowing each other; all took one another by the hands; they were bemused; 
embracing one another firmly thus all entered their homes.” It is the drunken dazes 
and disputes ending Izcalli that are proscribed for the nemontemi.

26. In fact, the five-day period began in March almost throughout the preceding 
calendar round (and for all preceding calendar rounds in the colonial period), but 
shifted to February in 1652, shortly before the current calendar round began in 1659. 
The error is therefore plausibly an updating from a record concerning a year in the 
preceding calendar round. The last prior occurrence of the year 6 Wind began on a 
Thursday (March 15, 1612), and the preceding five-day period on a Saturday in March; 
if this specific year was updated, the colaní erred in shifting these days backward by 
one day—the correct adjustment for two calendar rounds—and in failing to recognize 
that the year-ending days would no longer be starting in March. A plausible model 
for a copying rather than a calculating error is provided by the last previous year  
5 Earthquake (but not 6 Wind); this year began on a Wednesday (March 16, 1611), and 
the five days preceding the year began on a Friday in March. Other years in the previous 
calendar round for which copied new-year statements could have yielded the incor-
rect record of Booklet 94 were 12 Soaproot in 1618, 6 Deer in 1625, 13 Wind in 1632,  
7 Earthquake in 1639, or 1 Soaproot in 1646.

27. We are aware of one other correlational statement in this corpus, which 
however does not contribute either to the evidence for the correlation or to the dating 
of particular booklets. In parallel passages, Booklets 42, 89, and 90 record a historical 
event, “the coming of the word of God,” as having occurred during a ceremony that 
took place on the days 4 Knot and 5 Monkey in a year 9 Wind. This “coming” might 
in principle be related to a variety of historical situations. In work to be reported else-
where, we use the correlation to resolve the intended referent: a Spanish arrival in  
9 Wind coincides with the mission of Olmedo, the first successful entry of missionaries 
into the Northern Zapotec area. The correlation statements provide a more explicit 
dating for this event than we have from Spanish sources.

28. There are other dates in the AGI México 882 corpus associated with a wider 
range of dates in the second half of the seventeenth century (as in the year-ending state-
ments from Booklet 94), but none of these dates is associated with a Zapotec ritual or 
annual calendar.

29. Booklet 63 also equates the day 1 Reed with October 7, 1693 (see item 14 in 
the foregoing discussion). This may be seen as paralleling its equation of Thursday, 
June 28, 1691, with the day 13 Face, which is also the date of 13 Face in Booklet 51. 
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However, the equivalence of these dates may be fortuitous, since in Booklet 62 the 
significance of the date seems to be simply that it was the last ritual calendar date avail-
able for annotation with a Spanish day name.

30. Martínez Hernández, in a 1928 letter quoted by Tozzer (1941: n748), had argued 
that the capitalization of A in the dominical letters for this manuscript indicated that 
the year in question began on a Sunday, and this assumption was part of the argument 
for 1553 as the year to which Landa’s Mayan year pertained. As noted in the section on 
Booklet 85, the capitalization of A among dominical letters in Mesoamerican colonial 
manuscripts indicates nothing about the day of the week with which the year begins. 
However, a correlation within a few days of the Goodman-Martínez-Thompson corre-
lation is almost universally supported by Mayanists, and this correlation of the Mayan 
and European calendars imposes a date of 1553 for Landa’s year in any case.

31. A recently discovered epi-Olmec text, on the inside of a Teotihuacan-style 
mask, uses a sign for the day House ( Justeson and Kaufman n.d.). It is not clear 
whether the direction of influence here was from the Basin of Mexico to Veracruz, 
or the reverse.
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